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Young Wild West and the ChOfitaw Chief
OR, ARIETTA DEFYING THE REDSKINS
By . AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER I.-A Wonderful Story.

give them a chance to nibble a while at it until
they cooled otr before letting them drink. While
One day at noon in the ea1·Jy spring a few years the animals were all tough and hardy, Young
ago, when the towns and settlements in New Wild West and his friends always .saw to it that
Mexico were few and far between, Young Wild they were well taken care of, and they did not
West, the well-known Boy Hero and Champion want to run the risk of hurting them by permitDeadshot of the West, came to a halt on the bank ting them to drink -a lot of water while overof a shallow creek in the mountains that was heated.
nearly dry. With the boy were the companions
"This is one of the parts of New Mexico that I
who traveled with him in quest of excitement and can't say I've ever seen before," Jim • Dart obadventure. They were his golden-haired sweet- served, as he looked at the high mountains that
heart, Arietta Murdock; Cheyenne Charlie, the reared themselves almost dir~tly above them.
scout, and his wife, Anna; Jim Dart, a Wyoming ·
"You have got that right," our hero a11swered,
,b oy, and his sweetheart, Eloise Gardner, and two with a nod of the head. "That's why I sugtypical Chinamen who were brothers named Hop gested that we come down this way. We have
Wah and Wing Wah, and were, properly speak- passed through New Mexico into Texas several
ing, servants of the party. So much has been times, but never within a hundred miles of this
written of Young Wild West and his friend'!! that partkular spot."
it is not necessary to give any further description
1'W ell, we ain't seen much while we've been
of them.
"Well, Et," the dashing .young deadshot said, comin' through here, have we?" observed Cheynodding to his .sweetheart, ~o was mounted upon enne Charlie, as he gave the ends of his long
a cre~m-white broncho, "I reckon we can have mustache a twirl and shook his head as though
all the water we want now. I knew it was water he was not at all -aatisfted.
"That's all right, Charlie," Wild answered, in
when I caught sight of it five miles away. It
would seem that there would be plenty of it here, the cool and easy way he was noted for. "We
for the melting snow certainly swells streama at haven't got over these mountains yet, and there's
this time of the year. But probably," and he cast no telling what we may run across before we do.
a searching look up the irregular side of the There's one thing ,certain, •~f we don't strike anymountain, "the great bulk of water that comef. thing exciting before we get to the level plain•
down switches off somewhere. I have an idea we'll surely oome upon something. But it seems
that there'6 a split in the creek right above that to me," he added, as he took another look around,
"that there ought to be gold and silver to be
crag.''
He pointed to the spot he referred to, and found in these parts. If I'm any judge, it's just
Arietta Mur dock -promptly. nodded to show that the right sort of rock and soil for it."
she agreed with him.
"Yes, it doe& eorter lQ()k as though quite a little
"That is most likely the case, Wild," ahe an- pay dirt might be scraped up,, Wild. S'pose we
swered. "But why must we wait when we are spend a day oi: two prospectin? We ain't in need
all so thirsty?"
of gola dust or money, 'cause our income amounts
"That's what's the matter, little a,rl," and so to more than we kin spend, anyhow. But it
saying, the boy leaped lightly to the ground and might cause a little in the way of excitement.
assisted his sweetheart to dismount.
But what's the use?" and he shrugged hia shoulThe rest were doing the same thing, and when ders as though disgusted. "There ain't a bad Nd·one of the Chinamen came running toward them skin or an outlaw or renegade within miles of us,
with a couple of ,cups he had taken from the outfit an' even if we was to strike it rich right here
that the two pack-horse.& were carrying t:bey were there wouldn't be nobody to make trouble for ua
readily accepted. Two min}ltes later all hands while we was a-ettln' it out. I'll tell you one
were enjoying the cooling water. There was thing. I've got so used to scrimmagin' with men
quite a little in the way of vegetation ,along the what ain't no good that it seems to me I can't be
bank of the stream, so the horses were tied to sati.itied when thin~s is aioin' along smooth."
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"Always looking for trouble, Charlie," his wife quickly filled. The men drank the water eagerly,
spoke up, shaking her head. "It seems ,s trange showing that they were very much in need of
, .. a. you're never satisfied when things are run- it, and when a second cup apiece had been disposed of both sat down on a flat rock.
nrng smoothly."
"Strangers, you look as though you might be
'· Well, I ain't, gal, so I might as well own up to
it. I couldn't live what yer call a real tame life, hungry," Young Wild West ventured, when he
an' I know it. I'd have to get out an' do some- found they were not in a hurry to say anything.
"Ain't had nothin' much to eat in two whole
thin' to start things goin', if I couldn't git what I
wanted any other way. Here we've been riding days," one of them retorted, as he felt of his
through sand an' rocks an' all that sort of thing stomach and distorted his face until he looked to
for a <lay an' a Jialf, an' we ain't met nothin' really be about starved. "The lnjuns let u~ go
bigger than a half-grown black bear to shoot at. an' give us our revolvers. But they only allowed,..
Seems to me there oughter be somethin' in the us one cartridge apiece. We managed to shoot
way of a gang of bad redskin.<, in these here parts. one bird the same day we left 'em, an' that's
But we ain't, struck even a sign of 'em. I'd jest been the only thing in the way of meat that we've
like to see somebody comin' along _now, even if it tasted since. We've had to eat what berries we
could find. If you kin spare u a little g r ub I
wasn't nothin' more thl\Il a friend."
The word-s were scarcely out of the scout's reckon we'll be able to tell yer somethin' that will
mouth when the unmistakable sounds of hoof- make your eyes open. If -we had been allowed
to have our own way about things we would have
beats £ame to the ears of our friend s.
"Charlie," said Young Wild West, nodding to come away from the place we've been at for seven
him and luaughing, "I reckon you're going to see months with enough gold to make us awful rich."
Wild noticed that the speaker was faint from
some one inside of a minute."
·
They all listened, and their practiced ears told _ hunger, so holding his hand, he said:
"Take it easy, my friends. Never mind talkthem that more than one hor se was approaching.
Probably two or three, but more than that wa!. ing. We'll get you something to eat as quickly
as po&Sible. We halted here for the purpose of
doubtful.
"There's only two," our hero said, when he had cooking dinner and taking a rest, but I recko listened for a few seconds. "You'll see them show we'll hustle a little so that you can have someup around that bend at the other side of the· creek thing right away. Wing, just see what you can
do for these men."
very shortly now."
''Allee light, Misler Wild," the cook for the
While the appi·oaching horses were making considerable noi!le over the rocky ground, they were party answered, and then he promptly began unnot coming at a very fast pace. It was nearly loading one of the pack-horses.
His brother Ho(> ran to assist him, while Young
a full minute after the young deadshot had spoken
before a horse and rider appeared exactly at the Wild Weat and his partners lent a hand. · Cheyspot he had indicated. Close behind came an- enne Charlie gathered up some dry twig-s and
started a fire, while Wing partly filled the big
,
other, but no more.
"You're right, as you always are, Wild," Chey- coffee-kettle with water and threw in the necesenne Charlie declared. "There's jm;t wto of 'em sary amount of coffee to make as much_as they
would need. As soon ai; Charlie had seen to it
Hello! they've seen us."
This was true. At first the two horsemen had that the kettle containing the coffee was hanging
not observed the party at a halt on the bank. over the fire he found a haunch of the mountain
But as they got to within a hundred yards of the goat that had been shot the day before, and cutspot they saw them, and up went their hands ting off two thick slices, spitted them for broilin a twinkling. It seemed that they acted in a ing. The blazing pieees of wood were pushed
rather feeble way, and when they shouted tl)eir aside and soon the meat was sizzling, while the
,..
two meh looked on eagerly.
voices were not as loud as might be expected.
"Say," one of them called out, as he arose to
"Hello, hello!" our hero called out, waving his
his feet with no little effort, "I can't stand the
hat.
"Hello, strangers!" same the reply. "You don't smell of that cooking." I feel jest like dyin'.
know how glad we are to see folks of our own almost."
"Take it easy, my friends," Young Wild West
color. Ain't seen nothin' but redskins in the last
spoke up, and then he stepped over and pushed
seven months."
Up rode the two strangers, and just as they the man back upon the 1·ock again. "You knov.r
came to a halt dose to the spot where our friend~ you're all rigbt, so just make up your mind that
were waiting for them all noticed plainly that you're going to wait a few minutes longer."
It really seemed like torture to them, but they
their faces appeared to b,e gaun~; and that they
acted very much as though they were half starved stuck it out, and finally when a steaming cup of
or quite ill. Neither carried a rifle, but both haq coffee was passed to them they sipped it eagerly.
revolvers hanging from their belts. The horses But it was only a few swallows they wanted of
seemed to be in pretty good condition, but were that. The meat they needed the most, and
quite willing to stop and crop at the short grass though it was hardly cooked as well as it might
be, they i;eized the chunks given them and went
when the riders dismounted.
"Give them some water, Jim," the young dead- at them ravenously.
-"I reckon that hits yer about right, don't it,
shot said to Dart, who was holding one of the
pards?" the scout observed, with a chuckle. "It
tin cups in his hand.
Hop Wah, the heathen, who was sometimes does me !food to see hungry men eat, blamed
called Young Wild West's Clever Chinee, had if it don't. '
Not until they had finished the last morsel did
another cup, and he quickly ran to the bank of
the sh-earn with Jim and the two cups were the ::;trnnger s turn again to the coffee. By thia
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time it had cooled ,s ufficiently to permit them to white men that they would never attempt to leave
drink it down, so the cups were quick1y drained. the plaee without permission/they were granted
"Set right still and ' take it easy for a few min- the privilege of the valley.
Then as if it was to mock them, they were
utes. By the time the grub' is cooked for the
rest of us you kin have some more," Charlie said not long in finding that the valley was full of
gold, so to speak. Pockets of it could be found
to them.
"Thank you, thank you," came the reply, and in different places, and all they had to do was
then they settled back to obey him to the very to pick it out from the er·evices among the roeks.
The Indians watched them jealously, as they did
letter.
The fire had been enlarged upon by this time, this, but never once told th~m not to take out
and t he usual preparations for the noonday meal the gold. It went"on for months in this way, and
according to the story S,l!.m Bradley told he with
were soon under way.
During all this time the two men had said but his partner had amassed as much as a wagonload
little. No questions had been asked them, and of nugget& and dust, which he claimed would
every time they started to talk about what they easily turn out half a million dollal's. Even
had been through Young Wiltl West would hold up though they scarcely believed this, our friends
Ji.is hand for them to wait. They now sat down did not inter111pt the man as he went on.
"Three days ago," he said, .in conclusion, "the
in the circle with our hero and his comp.a nions,
and they ate just as heartily as if they had not chief told us we could go back to our people but
got away with over half a pound of meat apiece that· we could take none of the gold with us. We
a ,s hor t time before. When the la&t one had were so tired of stayin' there so long that we too'k
finished our hero arose, and nodding to the him up an' was escorted to the top of the ridge
· strangers, said:
that OVElrlooks the valley an' th.en given our 1·e"Now, then, I 1·eckon you can have a smoke if volvers, but with only one cartridge apiece. The
you like, and while you're enjoying it you can Choct.aw chief told us if we ever came back we
tell u s about yourselves. But don't be in too would be put to death. But we didn't say that
much of a hurry. We are not the ones to get we wouldn't go back, 'cause we made up our
excited over what you have said, even though you minds right at the start that we would git enough
spoke about a lot of gold. Start right in and men together to go there an' git that gold, even
tell u s your adventures from the beginning. But if we had to kill a lot of the redskins to do it."
"That is what I call a wonderful story," Young
fil'st let us know who you are."
"My name is Sam Bradley, an' this is my paro, Wild West ,s aid, coolly, when the last .o f it had
Zeb Heath," the taller of the two answered as he been told. "While I can't say that I _think you
proceeded to fill his pipe with some tobacco the have been lying about it I have a noti6n of going
there' just to see if what you· have said is true.
\Scout handed him.
What do you thi_n k about it, boys?" and the boy
"All right. Now go ·a head."
·Then the man who called himself Sam Bradley turned to his two ,partners.
"You kin bet your life we'll go, Wild," Cheyi-elated a rather lengthy story which, summed up
·
·
enne Charlie answered, quickly.
briefly, ,va& as follows:
"Of course," Jim Dart added. "That is• a matOver eight months before meeting our friends
at the· side of the creek the two had stocked up ter of course.
with a good outfit and set out over the mountains
on a pr ospecting tour. About a week after they
reached the mountain range ,vhich lay before
CHAPTER II.-Two More Men Appear.
them now, they lad become lost, and strive as
they might, they could not find the trail they
It was fully two hours after Young Wild West
had made in coming there. They were unable to
and his friends had come to a halt on the bank
find the least sign!i of gold too, and were pretty of the creek when they were ready to resume
well disheartened whe1;1 one day :pear &unset they
their way again, which they did.
reached a valley that seemed to be many miles
The only thing really doubtful about the story
in extent. As theY' looked oyer it they saw col- the prospectors had related was about the numerumns of ·s moke rising in different parts of it, and
ous quantities of gold to· be found in the valiey.
then thinking they had struck a settlement, they It seemed rather strange that they had not been
descended the rough sides of the mountain and able to bring at least a small portion of it with
had gone in search of civilization.
them when they were dismissed by the Choctaw
But what was their surprise when they found chief. Hqwever, both declared that the story was
that they had really reached what might be called true, and that the gold was there in such quana hidden part of the eountry that was inhabited tities that Young Wild West and his friends
by about t wo hundr ed Indians who were ruled would ·open wide their eyes , when they saw it.
by a Choctaw chief, who was calleq Lame Elk. They both seemed to think, too, that there would
It did not take them long to discover that they be no real danger of them being killed for going
were not altogether welcome at the Indian village. back. The only thing about it would be that
At first they were treated as intruders, and for a probably they would be detained there.
"I'm satisfied," Sam Bradley declared, "that
time they thought their lives were in danger. But
after they ha,d been there for a day or two they they have made it a rule not to take the life of
were called to the .Choctaw chief, who told them · any one. While we was there for nigh on fa
that the Indians he ruled . came from different seven months we heard much of this kind of talk
tribes, and that they had sought the &eclusion of an' that's wny they was willin' to let us go. They
the valley high up in the mountains to live in threatened us a lot of times, but they never made
peace and hunt and do as their forefathers had a move to do us the least harm. I s'pose if we
done. After receiving a promise from the two ha,d been of a mind to sneak off some night with
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as much of the gold as we could cany they might
have let us gone, though maybe if they had caught
us they would have took the gold from us."
"Quite likely," ou·r hero said, with a nod, as
he rode along at the side of the speaker.
It seemed that Bradley wanted to do all the
talking. Zeb Heath hacflittle or nothing to say,
but he WflS always ready to corroborate any statement his partner made.
.
"How long we1·e you in coming from this wonderful valley?" Wild asked, after he had listened
to more of the glowing account of the wonderfuY
valley.
"We was on the third day when we met you
folks," was the reply, "an' all we had to eat in
that time, 'cept the berries, was one bird, a partridge an' not over fat at that."
"How long has this gang of redskins been livin'
in that there valley?" Cheyenne Charlie asked, for
he was taking in everything that was being said.
"I don't jest know about that. Did you hear
anything of it as to how long they was there,
Zeb?"
"No;' Zeb Heath answered. "But from the way
they talked they had alway-s been there. Of
course we knowed better than that, for lots of
'em kin talk as good English as we kin. I reckon
maybe they've been there three or four years. It
would take about that time to git the fields irto
cultivation like they are. They raise about everything that will grow in this part of the country.
I mean by that everything that's worth raisin'.
They make bread out of cornmeal, an' they've
even got somethin' that tastes putty near like
coffee. Oh, they live all right. Afore I met you
folks this mornin' I was wisnin' I was back there
to git a good square meal."
They all rode along until it was near sunset,
and happening to strike a very .convenient place
to pitch their camp they halted and prepared for
the night. The trail the prospectors had made
after leaving the wonderful valley was . a plain
one, and only once or twice did Wilcl -and hi!'
partners lose it at all. But they always found it
in a short time, and when they stopped to pass
the night it was only a short distance from where
the two men had slept the night before.
"We seen no end of game yisterday, but we
didn't have nothin' to shoot it with," Bradley
observed, as he saw the scout take hie. rifle and
start up on the mc;untainside to try and get a shot
at something before it got dark.
"Did yer see any bears?" came the query.
"Yes, two or three."
''Well, that's what I'm after now. I jest noticed
some trac' back there, an' I'm satisfied there's
one hangin' around somewhere."
Bradley, who had been supplied with cartridges
by our friends, asked to go with him, and receiving the permission, he did so. The two did not go
more than an eighth of a mile from the camp
before they came upon a half-grown bear that
was running along a fallen tree. Charlie's rifle
spoke promptly, and the bear rolled over. The
pros:i;,ector lent his aid, and the pelt was quickly
removed and the meat they wanted was soon on
the wny back to the ca.mp. When they got there
they found the two tents erected and Wing busy
getting the supper ready. Charlie was not long
in finding a place to hang the meat. It was clor;:e
t.o a cliff, and once he had it there he started

a little fire under it, and then began tearing off
pieces of bark from the fallen trees that lay
about. He soon had quite a pile of them and a
den_.e smoke arose. The meat being right in the
way of it, it was bound to get thoroughly saturated with the smoke.
'·I'll put out the fire when it gits daylight in
the mornin'," he -explained to the porspe<:tors.
"It's so near dark now that it ain't likely to be
seen by any one. If some one was to see so
much smoke goin' up they would think it meant
.&omethin', an' they might come around this way
to find out who's htre."
They finished supper just about the time it began to grow dark. Charlie's bear-meat was smoking away all right, for ~e had fixed the fire so it
would last for hou1·s. The scout really thought
Bradley was right when he said there would be
no danger of any one seeing the smoke. But it
was not more than an hour after it grew dark
when they heard sounds that indicated the appl'Oach of somebody. T1·ue to the rule they always followed, Young Wild West and his partners
instantly got ready to meet an enemy. There
was never any telling whether it was a friend
01· foe when they heard any one coming, and they
we:re not going to get caught napping. The two
prospectors were greatly surprised, but sat on the
ground near the fire and watched Wild, Charlie
and Jim as they waited and watched. In about a
minute the forms of two horsemen showed up in
the da1·kness.
"Hello, strangers!" a voice -c alled out. "Kin we
come up an' jine yer? We're sorter lost on this
here mountain."
"Come ahead," Young Wild West answered,
quickly, and then the two, who had dismounted,
hurriedly approached leading their horses.
One look at them was enough to convince the
young deadshot that they were prospectors.
"We seen a thick smoke comin' up this way jest
as we had made up our minds to stop back there
for the night,".one of them explained. "Glad to
know there was some one el e here, we hurried
ovH to find yer. Prospectin' up here, I s'pose?"
and the <Peaker looked around and finally let his
eyes 1·est upon the girls who were ,s tanding near
the tent.
_
"Not exactly," Wild answered, shaking his
head. "We are simply _trying to make a short
cut to get over into Texas."
.
Just then our hero noticed that Bradley was
trying to attract his attention. He let Charlie do
the talking then, and stepping over to the prosJ>ector, said:
"What is the tropble?"
"Those fellers afe no good," was the whispered
retort. "I've seen them afore. They're thieves, an'
I know they would kill a man for his money. It
ain't likely they know me, 'cause they never had
a goQd look at me, but I see 'em in a minin' camp
about a year ago. Better look out for 'em."
"All right, I will. But don't say anything
more. We'll soon find out what they are and
what they are doing here."
CHAPTER Ill.-How Two Villains Were
Disposed Of.
"Do you fello·ws knO\v how far it is to the
nearest town?" Wild asked, as he again tumed
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to , the two, who were busy telling Charlie and
Jim of the roug'h time they had had on the mountain.
"?4ust be about seventy-five miles, I reckon,"
, one of them answered, "though maybe there's a
nearer place on the other side of the high ridge.
''We got all mixed up, an' if it wasn't for the sun
shinin' we couldn't tell whether we was on the
north side or the other side of the mountain. But
it's all right now. Most likely you folks know
exactly where you're goin', an' you'll let \.lS go
along till- we strike some place. Got enough of
prospectin' up here. Ain't seen even a tiny grain
of gold. Rotten country, as 5ure as you're born."
Wild did not feel like turning the two men
away just because he had a suspicion that they
were not honest, so he told them they might stop
there over night. On questioning them he found
that they called the1T1selves Joe Porter and Lucky
Bi1I. The latter declared that it was not necessary to tell his last name, since no one had called
him by it in several years.
"I'm jest Lucky Bill," he added, with a grin.
"f got that name 'cause I got along putty well
in my youngeT days. But since I've been roughing it around this here part of the country I
can'.t say that I've _been so lucky. Maybe some
one after a while will call me Unluckf Bill. But
I don't care what they call me. Im a goodnatured galoot, anyhow, an' a name don't amount
to anything. If you'll let us go with yer till we
strike a place where there's some one livin' we'll
be much oblii\'ed."
"All right,' Wild answered, in his cool and
easy way. "If you feel like going where we are
heading for we won't stop you from keeping us
company."
"I thought yer said you was jest goin' over the
mountain makin' a short cut to git into Texas,"
Joe Porter said, looking at the boy in surprise.
"Yes, that's right. But I have an idea we'll
strike something in the way of excitement before
we get there. It may be that we'll run across a
gang of Indians that have left the reseTvation
and are living by themselves on this mountain."
"Injuns, eh? Well, I don't know as we're
afraid of Injuns, are we, Bill?"
"Not a whole lot1 unless they're lookin' for
scalps," his partner replied, with a shrug of the
shoulder.s. "But can't we steer clear of the Injuns you're talkin' about, young feller?"
"Oh, yes, there's no doubt that we can steer
clQar of them if we want to. But the fact is that
we want to find them."
'
"Ohl Maybe we had better not go with yer,
then."
"I thought I'd tell you so you wQuld know what
to expect if you continued on with u s."
"We'll see about it in the morning'," Porter declared. "But say, you ain't told u s who you folks
are."
"I'll tell you right now, then."
Wild quickly introduced himself, and then made
them acquainted with Cheyenne ChaTlie and Jim
Dart and the two prospectors. He did not bother
about introducing the girls, for he really thought
that the men were villains, and it was not worth
while. Hop Wah, however, was not long in making himself acquainted with them. He began
talking to them at a great rate, and was telling
a story about his wonderful uncle in China before
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they hardly knew what he was getting at. If
either of the two strangers had seen Sam :Bradley before they did not show any signs of having
done so. They proved to .be pretty good talkert.,
and after Wing- had furnished them with something to eat they settled down and made themselves perfectly at home. As it drew near the
time for those who were going to sleep to turn
in Porter and Lucky Bill got close together and
conversed in whispers. This wa& enough to make
our hero and his partners more suspicious of
them. But they seemed to pay no attention to it.
Finally our· hero gave a yawn, and then turning
to Bradley and Heath, he said:
"Well, I reckon there's room enough in our
tent for you two. Go ahead and get the sleep you
rieed. You certainly must feel pretty well exhau&ted after having gone a couple of days without anything to eat. Jim will stand guard for
the first trick."
"Going' to keep watch, Young Wild West?"
Lucky Bill asked, a s he looked sharply at the
boy.
" Certainly," was the reply. "That'~ something
we always do." ·
"Don't think there's any Injuns sneakin' about,
do yer?"
"No; but that makes no difference. We always
make it a practice to -keep a ll,'uard during the
night whether we are a hundrea miles from a
settlement or town or right in one. That's the
rule we never break, you see."
"Oh. If that's the case, there ain't no need of
any of yer staying awake the first part of the
night. Me an' Joe will keep a watch till about
one o'clock, if you want us to."
"No, thank you. I always appoint my own
guards. Much obliged to you, just the same. I
reckon you two fellows had better fix up a place
under the tree over there and lie down. Of course
you'll want -some sleep."
"All right, jest as you say," and the two men
exchanged glances.
Wild could not help smiling, for he was now
pretty certain that they were thieves, and only
wanted a chance to rob them while they slept.
But he knew Jim was perfectly capable of taking
care ·of the situation, so in ·a few minutes he retired to the tent along with Charlie and the two
prospectors. The two Chinamen had already
crept in and sought their blankets, and, of course,
the girls were in their tents before this time. It
was not until after Jim began walking s1owly
about that the two villains lay down under the
tree our hero had mentioned. Jim really felt that
he had to watch them instead of lookinir for
danger to come from the outside. But he acted
a s though he was paying no attention to them,
and when he heard them making sounds with
their . noses in imitation of genuine snoring he
laughed t o himself. Wllen about· half an hour
had passed Hop Wah suddenly crept out of the
tent. He looked at the two men who were lying
so close by, and then attracting Jim's attention,
motioned that he wanted to come to him. Jim
noddt.d, of course, but he was surprised at the
Chinaman's action.
Hop slipped around carefully, so if either of
the two men were awake they could not see him,
and was soon standing close to a roc-k near Jim.
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"Well, what you want, Hop?" the boy asked,
in a whisper.
"Me wantee helpee you watchee, Misler Jim,"
was the reply. "Lem two men velly muchee bad.
Ley wantee stealee. Me knowee lat."
, "I reckon you're right, Hop, but I think I can
take care of them all· right. -If they try to work
a game on us I'll mighty soon stop them."
"Me no sleepee, Misler Jim. Me watchee, too."
"All right, Hop. If you're satisfied to stay up
I'm sure I am."
"Me tellee you whatee do, Misler Ji:n," the
Chinaman ~ whispe;red, !rom behind the Tock.
"Pletty soonee you sette~ down and makee believe
you go sleepee. Len maybe um two bad Melican
men gitee uppee and tly stealee."
Jim laughted at the suggestion, t!u,ugh he
thought it a pretty good one.
"All right, Hop,'' he answered. "In about ten
minutes I'll sit down on that rock over there and
lean back against the rock. Then I'll make out
that I've fallen asleep; But I'll have an eye open,
just the same. You watch the two men and see
what they're up to, if they do get up."
Then Hop settled back to wait, and Jim walled
up and down a couple of times, yawned and
stretched himself, and finally sat down upon the
rock he had mentioned. He began to let his head
nod, and presently, with another yawn, he sank
back into a comfortable position and soon let his
head rest upon his arm. He breathed regularly
and made out that he was actually asleep. It was
not more than five minutes later when he saw one
c,f the men rise softly to a sitting posture. Then
the other fellow followed his example. Jim did
not move, but he had one eye open, and was
taking it all in by means of the faint light the
dying fire shed upon the scene. Of course he
knew Hop was on the alert, but that did not
matter much, for his hand was within easy reach
of a revolver. Presently the two villains began
crawling toward him, and when he noticed that
one was gripping a knife the boy realized in11tantly that it was their intention to kill him
while he slept, as they thought. This was quite
enough to make him feel slightly uncomfortable,
though he knew he had them • dead to 1-ights the
instant he got ready.
He was anxious to know what Hop was doing
now, ,but did not stir an inch. Slowly and noi1eler.sly the two men crept nearer. The one with
the knife slightly in advance, and there was no
doubt of hi.a full intention. When he was within
about six feet of the spot Jim gripped his revolver. But just then somethin2' happened. There
was a loud report, and the seene was illuminated
with a bright red glow. Hop had fired a oharge
:trom the old-fashioned pistol he always carried
with him, and colored fire being there in n~ of.
a bullet accounted for the brilliancy of the scene.
"Hip hi I" the Chinaman called out. "Me gottee
um Melican men dead to lights."
Jim sprang to his feet the instant the report
rang out, for he knew exactly what had caused
it. The two men were terror stricken, and the
villain who had intended to 3tab the boy while he
slept dropp,·11. the knife and promptly threw up
his hands. Wild and Charlie caine rushing out
of the tent, followed by the two prospectors. Then
the girls with startled cries showed their faces.
"Rvo-r,,t.hina i.a all :rill'ht." Jim shouted. "These

two fellows thought I had fallen asleep and they
wanted to kill me, that's all."
Neither of the scoundrels attempted to run
away, and we1·e quickly sei:Ged by Wild and the
scout.
"So it didn't take long; for you to show your
colors, eh?" the young cteadshot said, looking at
them with flashing eyes. "You sneaking coyotes!
I have a notion to hang you to that limb over
your heaJs.
"Don't, don't, Young Wild West!" Lucky Bill
called out, at the s.ame time bursting into a fit
of weeping that was either real or feigned.
"Mercy!" pleaded the other wretch. "We wasn't
doin' nothin'. We jest wanted to show the young
feller that he had made a mistake in goin' to sleep
when he had been put on watch. I was jest goin'
to wake him an' show him how easy it would be
for any on~ to kill him, when that blamed red
fire broke out."
"You allee samee tellee lie," Hop Wah- ~poke
up, stepping forward and pointing his pistol at
the man. ''Me watchee you allee timee.
Me
knowee you velly muchee bad Melkan men. Misler ·
Jim no go sleepee. He makee believe. Me watchee
fl.om behin um lock over lere. Me velly smartee
Chinee."
"Get a rope, Hop, and tie these two fellows to
that tree," Wild spoke up, commandingly. "I'll
wait until morning to ,s ettle as to what we'll do
with them. I don't know whether they shall be
shot or hanged. After I have slept over 'it I'll
decide."
..
The two men began pleading for all they were
worth now, but the boy was obdurate. He finally
ordered them to shut up, and they did so. Hop,
with the assistance of Cheyenne 'Charlie, bound
them securely to the tree, after which · they relieved them of their weapons. There was no possible chance for them to get loose, and then after
they had talked it over and the two pl'Ospector11
were satisfied that it would be all right to go into
the tent again, all hands save Jim and the Chinaman retired for the second time. Hop expressed
a de,:ire to remain with Jim until he had done his
trick, and, of course, he was permitted to do so.
When it came time for Cheyenne Charlie to do
guard duty an examination was made of the two
men. They were tied as securely as befor-e, and
after he had tightened the knots somewhat the
scout ueclared that they would be safe enough
until morning. • He took his trick, and then Wild
war. aroused and he turned in. It was. then tha-.
the prisoners.began pleading again to be released.
Rut our hero wa:rned them to keep silent, and not
awaken the sleepers, so they said no more. A
little btfore daylight Sam Bradley crawled out
of the tent and wanted Wild to go back and go to
• leep aghin. But the boy looked at his watch, and
with a smile, said:
"It will be daylight in less than halt an hour,
so what's the use?"
"Well, I'll atay up with yer, then."
"All right, you can do that if you like."
When it finally grew daylight Wild and the
prospector threw some fresh wood on the fire so it
would be all right for the cook when he got ready
to prepare the breakfast. As they moved a bout .,
Lucky Bill ca\led out rather faintly:
"Have you made up your mind what you're
.aoin' to do with us. Yourur Wild West?"
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"1':ot yet," wa the reply. "1 want to talk it
over with my partners after breakfast," and
the two villains trembled with fear. But. of
course, our hero had no mtentlon of putting them
out of the way. What he did mean to do was to
-give them their breakfast and then order them to
go out of sight as quickly as possible. As it grew
lighter and a red glow showed in the east Charlie
and Jim -c ame out of the tent. Then Wing was
not long in following them. But Hop and Zeb
Heath slept on. It was not until a-{ter the girls
had showed themselves that the two were awak. ened. The prospector got up and apologized for
being one of the last to awaken.
·
"Th~t•s all ri 6 ht," the sc011t said to him. "I
reckon the sleep done you good. But since you're
awake now we may as well settle on which way
them two galoots has got to die. Wild says he
told 'em he didn't know whether we would hang
'em, !.hoot 'em, or chuck 'em over some high cliff.
I was thinkin' of a better way than either of
them plans We could put another rope around
'em an' fix 'em so they couldn't nevet· git loose.
Then if they didn't git gobbled up by a bear they
would stay there till they starved to death. That
would be a good way to finish 'em, I reckon."
"It would serve 'em jest right, too," Heath declared. "They meant to kill Jim Dart an' rob the
camp. Mostly likely they would have killed more
of -us if we had happened to wake up while they
was doin' it."
This was altogether too much for the villains.
They began begging piteously_ for their lives.
Wild let them continue for a while, and then
going over to the tree, he untied the rope and released them.
.
"Now, then, you sneaking coyotes," he said, his
eyes flashing, "before we finish you we'll give you
your breakfast. Just si~ down by that rock and
don't dare to get up until I tell you to."
Glad to be released from their cramped positions, the two stretched themselves and then
promptly went to the rock and sat down. They
had nothing to say whatever to our friends,
though they exchanged whispers occasionally.
When the breakfast was ready our hero saw to it
that they were given so~ething to eat first of
.all. Then the 1·est sat down, all hands keeping
an eye on the men who were still their prisone1;s.
Waiting until he had finished eating all he wanted; Wild arose to his feet, and then bade the two
get up from the rock.
"There are your horses over there," he said,
pointing to them. "Go and put the saddles and
bridles on them and be quick about it."
As if they hardly thought they heard aright,
the two stared at him in silence for a moment.
Then Lucky Bill bounded toward the horses, and
Joe Porter followed him. With trembling hands
they did as they were told, and when the saddlegirths had been buckled they turned and waited
for further orders.
"Mount and ride away," the young deadshot
said, in his cool and easy way. "That's the way
I'm goillg to punish you. You were going to take
the life of one of m1, partners in cold blood last
night, and in return for what you intended to do
we are now giving -you your libe1,ty. But mark
my words, if we ever run across you again you're
liable to get shot on sight. Now, then, get out
of sight ·as quickly as possible."

1

"\-Vi~ wonderful quickness the scoundrels mounted their horses, and the next instant they were
riding- swiftly away from the spot.

CHAPTER IV.-The Arrival at the Valley.
"That may be the last that we'll ever see of
those fellows, and it may not," Young Wild West
said, as they were getting ready to resume the
journey to the valley where the Choctaw ~ief
ruled the Indians who had chosen to live in se- clusion.
"If they know when they're well off they won't
foller us, Wild," Cheyenne Charlie declared, shaking his head. "If I jedge rightly they're jest the
kind of galoots what will have revenge. They
won't think nothin' about what they was goin'.
to do to Jim last night. They'll jest feel sore
ag'in us 'cause we tied 'em up all night an' then
let 'em go in the mornin'. I wouldn't be a bit surprised if we see 'em ag'in afore we git off this big
mountain."
"If I happen to see 'em first you- kin bet my
rifle is goin' to crac!<," Sam Bradley spoke up. "I
knowed ther fellers was no good the minute I sot
eyes on 'em. I seen 'em afore, an' I was sartin
of it when I told Young Wild West about it."
_"Never ~ind ,about them," our hero spoke up,
with a smile. 'I told them if we ever met .them
again they would likely get shot. But I didn't
mean that exactly. What I did mean was that if
I ever caught them sneaking around us I might
shoot them. But even then I suppose I'd give
them another chance. I've never yet shot a man
unless it was absolutely necessary."
"You have been a little too easy, then, I reckon,
Young Wild West," Zeb Heath spoke up, with a
shrug of the shoulders. "Sich fellers as them don't
deserve any mercy."
"Perhaps they don't. But I can't help showing
mercy every time there's an occasion for it. But
let them go for the present. I hardly think they
will be apt to follow us very far, unless they happen to di scover the valley where the Indians are
living. If they hould find that they might be
curious to go there, especially if they knew we
had gone on ahead. We'll manage to take care of
them all right, even if they d!l."
The longer they remained with Young Wild
West and his friends the better the prospectors
seemed to be satisfied. While they knew they
would anger the Choctaw chief by going back to
the valley, they did not seem to fear being killed,
and the thought of the gold that was piled in the
cave and waiting for them spurred them on. Occasionally during the day they would speak of
the gold and then one or the other would tell the
same old story over again. Wild and his friend3
had come to the conclusion that they had not
stretched it a bit when they related their experience with the Indians in the hidden valley. When
morning came breakfast was eaten as usual, and
then they set out on what the prospectors declared would be the last day's journey, for they
felt sure that when sunset came that night they
would be there.
"We sartinly have been travelin' as fast as we
did when we come away," Braaley said, with a
shake of the head .
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"Maybe a little faster," Heath suggested.
"Well, I don't know but what we have, though
we've been goin' up hill a lot, you know."
"Yes but even at that we've been goin' along
putty s~ift. I've got an idea that we'll git to the
top of the lone ridge quite a little afore sunset."
"If we do get there before sunset we won't undertake to go down until after dark," Wild said,
nodding to the two. "I reckon it will be better
to do it that way. If we can get somewhere into
the valley and tl\en go into camp without kindling
a fire the redskins won't know of our presence
until they see us the next morning. We'll try and
do it that way."
"I reckon you know what's best, Young Wild
West," Bradley declared, as he looked at the boy
admiringly. "Whatever you say has got to go.
You're boss of this here business, from start to
:fi:rtish. There's enough gold in that valley for
us all. I'll bet there's as much as any of yer
would care about carryin' away all ready to be
put in bags. How much more kin be dug out _I
don't know. But it seems to me that the valley 1s
full of the yaller stuff_."
"That's jest as sure as anything," Heath declared. "The funniest part of it is that the Choctaw chief an' his tribe don't care nothin' about
the value of gold. Money ain't nothin' to the.m,
it seems. They're satisfied to live on what they
kin grow in the ground an' shoot. They're mighty
handy, some of 'em, a£ makin' all kinds of things,
too, so they won't go without clothes an' finery."
"You said there were about a hundred and fifty
living there, I believe," Wild 1·emarked, after a
pause.
•
"Yes," answered B.radley, "jest about that
many. I undertook to count 'em two or tpree
times, an' that's about as near as I could git at
it. There ain't many youngsters an' papooses,
though. But most of 'em is mighty _old ones.
Some of the squaws looks to be a hundred, an'
it's only the young ones what's got the kids."
"The Choctaw chief is quite old, I suppose."
"About seventy-five, I should think. But he's an
awful smart man for a redskin. Talks putty
good English, an' seems to be fair an' square in
everything. The only thing he don't like is the
thought of any o~e comin' there to interfere w_it_h
his tribe. He said one day that the great spmt
whispered to him that he must lead the redskin$
to the valley an' stay there until he died. He
is full of Injun religion, you know. H_e ,iights
a fire now an' then an' sorter prays over 1t.
"Some of the old fire worshippers, I suppose,"
our hero observed, nodding' to the girB. "You
have read of them, haven't you?"
"Oh, yes," Anna answered, quickly. '\But I
didn't know there were evfu: any fire worshippers
in this part of North Ame1·ica."
"Plenty of them," the young deadshot said.
"Sun worshippers, too. But it was a great many
years ago when those things used to exist. I
suppose a few of the Indians know about it and
have been trying to live up to the old traditions
of their forefathers. This is not the first time,
however, that we have struck a band of Indian~
that have drifted away from the present style of
redskin living."
"We haven't struck this here gang yet, Wild,"
the scout observed, with a grin.
"That's right, Charlie, but I qm satisfied we ·

will strike them all right. Bradley and Heath
haven't told us a ghost story, I'm sure."
"You kin bet it ain't no ghost story!" Heath
exclaimed. "It's more like a gold story, an' you'll
find it out, too, afore another day."
"All right, I hope we do. The chances are
we'll have a little excitement when we reach the
valley, for the redskins certainly will not be glad
to see us. They'll think, we have come for the
purpose of interfei-ing with them. But I'll fix it
all right with the old chief. I'll tell him if he'll
let us take the gold when we get ready to leave we
won't make it public about the valley and the
tribe that is located there. Just leave it to me."
"And if you can't do it I certainly will, Wild,"
Arietta spoke up.
"I believe you, little girl. But give me the
chance. If I fail I am perfectly willing to let you
try."
·
This was quite satisfactory to all hands, and
they continued on until noontime, when they halted for about an hour and then resumed the journey. It was rather rocky traveling now, but they
found themselves ascending a steep ascent that
appeared to be almost level ·at the top.
"That's the top of the ridge," Sam Bradley declared, solemnly, as he pointed to it after they
had emerged from a growth of mountain pines.
"When you git to . the other side of that you'U
think you're at the top of .a big bowl. The valley
lays right below, and it's one of the puttiest spots
you ever laid eyes on, too: Everything in the way
of vegetation is growing there, an' it reaches for
a good many miles. Further up to the north
there's nothin' but high ~eaks which is covered
with snow. You kin see em as soon as you git
around the bend over there. To the south there's
more peaks, which ain't got so much snow, an'
over to the east there's a jagged line which runs
almost straight down for a couple of thousand
feet to bottom of the valley. This is about the
only side. it kin be got to from. We know the
way, so we'll manage to git down there in the
dark without breakin' a horse's leg, or gittin' hurt
at all. Now, then, in an hour from now we'll be
up there, an' then we'll wait till dark, as you
said, Young Wild West."
"Good!" the young deadshot exclaimed. "Come
on. The quicker we are up there the sooner we'll
be able to rest the horses."
They were all willing to get up high enough
so they might have a peep into the wonderful
valley. Enough had been/ said of it by the two
prospectors to make them greatly interested.
When Sam Bradley said it would take them an
hour to get to the top he was about right, for
now the steepest part of the journey lay befo1·e
them. Yet the distance looked short enough. Both
Bradley and Heath seemed to know the way perfectly well, for they rode on ahead with Wild
and Arietta, and occasionally one or the other
would recognize some land-mark they had passed
while coming down. It was not difficult tra eling
for the horses other than the sharp ascents they
were compelled to get up. Every now and then a
-halt was made and a short rest -given the animals,
and then they would proceed as before. The
higher they got the less dense became the trees.
There was a coolness gradually being felt, too, for
the air up there was more rarefied. But this was
not at all displeasing to our friend$, and finally
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•
"We might. But there ain't no tellin' how soon

when they arrived at the top there was a consome of 'em would be comin' around. That green
certed sigh of relief.
"Here we are," Young "\Vild "\Vest called out, patch over there is grain that's growin', an' the
as he turned in the saddle and nodded to his com- other side of it there's a place where they rnise
panions. "I reokon we'll all dismount right here. potatoe an' everything like that. There might
We'll go a little further oi;i foot, after we've rest- be some of 'em workin' there now, an' if they
ed, and see how things look in the valley. Don't should happen to come this side of the trees they
·any one get excited now, for I reckon we are not would sartinly see us. You kin do as you like
about it, but I think it would be better to wait till
going to see such a wonderful sight, after all."
He laughed lightly as he finished speaking, and after it gits dark."
The young deadshot gave a nod, and then turnCheyenne Charlie nodded and with a grim smile
ing to the west, took a look at the declining sun.
retorted:
"I ain't expectin' to see nothin' wonderful, Wild.
"It will be more than two hours before it beBut I'm jest anxious to have a look at the In- gins to get dark," he said, with a shake of the
juns. It sorter strikes me that they might put head. "I reckon there's no need of waiting all
up a fight in spite of what Bradley an' Heath that time. We'll go on down into the valley
says. Maybe the old Choct
chief might be one now."
of them kind of Injuns what's made up his mind
"All right," Bradley answered, showing that he
to live in peace, an' not fight the palefaces. But was pel'fectly satisfied with the anangement. "As
when he sees us comin' here he'll think for sartin we'll have to lead the horses, there ain't no use
that we're goin' to rout him an' hi$ gang out of in mounting 'em now. Say when you're · ready."
the valley. If ain't but natu1·al that he should
"How about it, Et?" and the young deadshot
think that way. But," and he gave a low chuckle, nodded to his sweetheart. "let him think that way if he wants to. What
"I'm certainly ready whenever you are, Wild."
"And the rest of you?" the boy asked, turning
do we care for lnjuns?"
Certainly Cheyenne ChaT!ie did not care a gTeat to his partners and Anna and Eloise.
deal for them. He had often told how he had"been
They all nodded their heads and declared that
made an orphan by the savage Sioux, and Wild they were agreeable. The boy then took Spitfire
and Jim knew quite well how bitter he was against by the bridle and, nodded for the prospectors to
the red race in general. ·Still, Charlie had a good .show the way. Bradley and Heath promptly startheart in him, and he was not the one to shoot ed to the left, and in single file the rest followed.
even an · Indian unless it was thought necessary It was but a short distance before they came to
by him to do so. When they had rested for a very a narrow cut that led obliquely through a wall
few minutes Arietta turned to her dashing young of gray rock. .There was barely room to get the
pack-horses through, and as soon a.s Wild and
lover and said:
"Come, Wild, I am going to be the fil·st to have a Arietta had reached the other side and found
themselves upon a fairly wide ledge they turned
peep into the wonderful valley."
She did not wait a second after saying it, but and waited for the two Chinamen to come.
"Velly funny place, so be," Hop Wah observed,
scrambled up the rock bank that was right before
her and then stood leaning against a rock, look- as he emerged upon the ledge.
"That's all right, Hop," the young deadshot
ing at what lay beneath. Wild was the first to
reach her side, and the scene he beheld was a answered, coolly. "From all accounts, you'll see
most inviting one to say the least. The two pro- something still funnier before you go back
specto1·s had not exaggerated on.e bit in their through this cut again."
"Allee light, Misler Wild. Me likee plenty fun,
description of it. For many miles to the north
and quite a few to the south a valley that was so be. Me havee lillee fun with um Choctaw
teen1ing with fertility could be seen. It might chief. Makee velly goodee fiends, maybe."
have been five mil~s ac_ross, but _ther~ was quite_a
"I don't jest know how Lame Elk would take
piece of woods lymg m that direction and they to a Chinee," Zeb Heath remarked, with a grin.
could not tell exactly. The only way to estimate
"He'll take to Hop if he would to any of them,"
it was by judging the distance from the high, Jim Dart answered quickly. "Hop has a way of
frowning cliffs. Plenty of animals resembling the making friends with any one he takes a notion
antelope could be seen browsing off to the right to."
at the foot of the cliffs, and these were the only
"How you gittee down lere?" Hop asked Bradanimals they beheld. Certainly no, signs of a hu- ley, ae he looked along the ledge and saw no apman being were to be seen, though here and there parent way of leaving it.
·
1
patches of ground showed up that certainly had
"You come right on. There ain't no trouble
been through a tilling prncess.
about that. Of course you couldn't very well
"What do you think of it, Young Wild West?" ride down there, 'cause your horse might stumble
an' chuck yer over his head. But you kin manSam Bradley asked, as he joined them at the
age to le.a d your own an' the pack-horses, too. I
highest point of the chcular ridge.
"Looks very nice," was the reply. "How far reckon."
· Wild did not wait for the prospectors to lead
is the Indian village from here?"
"Somethin' l_ike three miles to the north, I reck- the way now, but started ahead, Arietta coming
on. This ain't the exact spot we climbed to when close behind him. Along the ledge they went unwe left, but it ain't more than a ~pie of hun- til they came to a place that had to be descenddred yards from here. There's a gooa- way to git ed in a careful manner. But the horses all irot
up an' down, an' I 1·eckon it's about the only one down safely, and then it was a continuous zigzag course all the way to the level ground below.
that's safe to take Jiorses."
•
"Don't you think we could get down there now Probably something over ten minutes were spent
without being seen by any of the Indiana?"
in gettinii down, but when they &0t there they all
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felt satisfied with having ventured into the valley,
which really. Jooked as though it had never been
visited by a white man before. So far they had
not seen anything of any redskins. But as they
were about to mount their• horses in order to
ride to a shady little grove a -hundred yards from
the spot where they had landed upon coming
down, a shout sounded off to the left, and then
they caught sight of a half-naked redskin fleeing
as though for his life.

CHAPTER V.-Wild Salutes the Choctaw Chief.
Cheyenne Charlie involuntarily unslung his
rifle when he saw the Indian fleeing through the
shrubbery. But Wild quickly laid a detaining
hand upon his shoulder, and said:
"Never mind, Charlie .. That fellow isn't showing fight. He is simply frightened at the sight.
of us. Let him go."
"All right, Wild. I-didn't intend to shoot him.
I'm in the habit of gittin' ready when I see a
redskin, you know."
"Of course it won't be long before every redskin in the valley will know of our presence;" the
young deadshot went on, hardly noticing the
scout's reply. "That means tnat we may as well
ride right up to the village."
"Jest about as well, I think," Bradley retorted,
with a shrug of the shoulders. "I s'pose old Lame
Elk will be sorter surprised when he sees me an'
Zeb comin' back. He told us if we ever come
back ag'in we would be put to death. But we
both know putty well that he didn't mean it. He
was mighty glad to git clear of us, an' if he had
meant to have us put to death that would have
happened long ago. I s'pose we could have gone
on livin' here till we died if we had took a notion
to git married. It happens that there's more
squaws here than there is men."
"Whattee lat?" Hop asked, very much interested. "Me wantee gittee wifee, so be."
"Shet up, heathen," Cheyenne Charlie retor:ted,
half angrily. "You married a squaw once, didn't
yer?"
.
"Lat allee light, Misler Charlie. But she gittee
sickee and .die, so be. She no wantee go with me
when me tlavel with you and Misler Wild and
allee lest. She stay at Buckhorn lanch and len
pletty soonee ,he die. Me velly solly."
"Yes, I reckon yer are. But I didn't think you
would be fool enough to marry another squ~w,
blamed if I did."
"Lat allee light, Misler Charlie. Me velly
smartee Chinee."
The scout shook his head as though he could
not quite understand just what the meaning was.
Eut the faces. of the rest all wore smiles, and Hop,
noticing this, seemed to be satisfied that he had
made a hit.
·
"Maybe my blother allee samee wantee gittee
um wifee," he observed, when he ' had mounted
his horse and was riding along in the rear of the
little procession.
"Shuttee uppee," Wing exclaimed. "If me
wantee wifee me go to China."
"If you go to China you allee samee gittee
• .,.,>i head cuttee off.
You knowee lat, my blothl'.c. ;•
a.u<l Hop shook his head in a solemn fa shion.

"You allee samee stealee plenty money, and
you comee to Melica velly muchee quickee."
"Hop velly muchee lie," almost shouted Wing,
as though he did not want any one to think he was
a thief. "Me no stealee. Me velly honest."
But Hop Wah, taking care to keep out of his
reac):i, laughed heartily, and no one believed the
truth of his statement. Straight in the direction
the Indian took when he fled from the bushes he
had _appeared from the party made its way. Accordrng to what the prospectors had said the distance to the village was something like three
miles. In about .five minutes they came to a sort
of roadway which showed that some sort of wagons had recently .J>assed over it. "Got wagons
here?" Cha r lie asKed, looking at Heath.
"Yes, sich as they are," was the reply. "They
make the wheels .b y sawin' 'em from big rocks.
They bump along a whole lot, though 'cause I
never seen one of 'em what was exactly round.
But t!'iey manage to pull the stuff they raise to
the Vlllage, though. The road will be smoother
a little further ~long, 'cause it ain't very often
they come out this far. You'll find on either side
where they raise all kinds of vegetables an' sich."
'1'i1hat he said was exactly right, for when they
had proceeded about half a mile they found them
selves_ ridin~ over a broad and smooth roadway.'
The rich s01l was packed nicely, and Young Wild
West could not help remarking to his sweetheart
that it would be a fine place to have a race. On
either side at this point fruit trees of a semitropical nature grew in abundance. Sweet-smelling flowers were to be seen all over too and
birds of brilliant plumage sang in the foliage.
"Bradley," our hero said, as he turned in the
saddle and n?dded t_o the prospector, "did you ever
do any shootrng while you were Jiving here?"
"No," was the quick reply. "The Injuns took
our guns away from us as soon as they got us.
We never had a chance to do no shootin'."
"They must have taken you by surp1·ise. I believe you said they did."
"Yes, ther caught us.while we was asleep. We
got here krnder late rn the afternoon an' not
knowin' there was any redskins about ..;,e t rned
in that night thinkin' there was no d~nger. We --t_
awoke hearin' quite a row about us, an' the first
thing we kn.owed we was seized an' had our
hands tied. That's one reason why I thought it
WO\lld be better to wait till to-night to come down
here. But I don't know as it makes any difference
'cause they would have found us, anyhow. The
best way is to go right on to the village, as we're
doin' now."
"Of course it is. I mean to put on a bold front
and try to make them understand that we have
. simply come here to pa7: them a friendly visit.
But you can bet all you re worth, Bradley that
they don't take our weapons from us. I'll ;ee to
that. If they begin to g1·ow a little savage about
it I'll show them a little fancy shooting, something
that the?'. never saw before."
"Thats it!" exclaimed Ileath. "You're the,,-,.J
Champion -<De.adsh_ot of the West; an' if you jest
make a few shots what seems impossible most
likely the redskins will git afraid of yer."
"I'll try it, anyhow, and I want Charlie and
Jim and the girls to do the same. As soon as we
,Ind that they show signs of attacking us for the
purpose of making us prisoners "ve'll all do some
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shooting. We won't shoot any of them, of course.- Jim Dart and Cheyenne Charlies thought it adbut we'll certainly find something around that will visable to brin11: up the rear, in case some of the
Indians should appear and attack the two Chinaanswer for target's."
,
The young deadshot was not one bit alarmed as men for the purpose of getting- the pack-horses
to their safety. He had heard of such bands of from them. There was no telling- just what might
Indians before. The Choctaw chief had brought happen, so this precaution could be re11:arded as a
his proteges to this valley for the sole purpose of wise one, no doubt.
remaining there in peace and seclusion as long a s
The further they went the more pleasing and
they lived. Though they would i-esent the appear- prosperous things Jooked.
At length they
ance of the party of whites, it was hai-dly likely reached the top of the short rise, a\ld then lying
they would do them harm ; so long a s peace over- before them was the Indian vill.a ge. There were
tures wete made at the very start. In the cooling no teep_e es there, which made it look a little out
sha de of the trees the;,: all rode along, and pres- of the ordinary. Instead there were thatched huts
ently they came to a stretch of the country that scattered about with anything but a degree of •
was tilled on either side. Fields of corn were ' good order. In the center of a little square was a
g rowing, and what seemed to Q._e wheat and rye good-sized building built of logs and having a
flouri shed in abundance. Groves of fruit trees roof that was made of straw. It was open almost
were to be seen, too, and when they had gone the entire front, though a sort of curtain was
probably two miles from the spot where they had rolled up, showing that it could be lowered or
landed in the valley they came to a thatched hut. raised at will. This was the lodge of Lame Elk,
"That's where the oldest redskin in the vallpy the chief of the select trible, so Bradley declared.
lives. He's got a squaw what tnust be somethm' But neither the chief nor an·y one else could . be
·
like ninety, an' they say he's older than that seen just then.
"They're all hidin' in the huts or around among
himself," explained Bradley, as he pointed to the
the bushes," Zeb Heath declared, with a shrug of
rude structure.
"Well, it wasn't the one we saw a while ago," the shoulders. "That's their way of doin' things.
Wild answered, with a laugh, "for I'm certain .no They're a whole lot more safe than we are, you
man over ninety could run the ·way that fellow kin bet on it."
"If they are not they can't be very frightened,"
did." ·
"No, that wa sn't him. We would have knowed our hero answered, with a laugh. "I'm sure I am
not a bit alarmed."
.
him if it was," spoke up Heath.
"They'll show up afore we git there, an' you
They stopped before the hut, but no one came
out. Wild di~ounted and•went to the door. Cow- kin bet on it," said the scout.
"Oh, yes,'' Bradley retorted. "Most likely they'll
ering in a cor1'ier was the old squaw Bradley had
spoken of. She· was plainly in a state of terror. try to frighten u s away. We kin expect to see
But when the boy held up his hand and nodded 'em at any minute, now."
pleasantly· to her, she looked at him shai-pl:t and
Once more Bradley was right in ·what he said,
waited · for him to speak.
·
for they ,had not gone more than a couple of
"Don't be afraid," Wild said, reassuringly. "We hundred yards further when a yell suddenly
haven't come here to harm you or anyone else. sounded to the left of them, and then as many
We are not going to stay long in the valley, but as forty redskins came running out armed with
wish to pay our respects to the Choctaw chief." bows and arrows. A few of them had rifles of
She mumbled over something that i;ould not be the oid style, and they brandished them fiercely
understood by them. But it plainly was not Choc- . enough. We say fiercely, though to those trained
taw nor ever Pawnee nor Comanche, for Wilcl to such things as Young Wild West and his partand his partnei·s were pretty well acquainted with ners were there was a sort 6f burlesque about it.
those dialects. Arietta dismounted and came into Certainly the Indians who had suddenly appeared
th-e shanty. She, too, assured the old squaw that before them did not act as if they meant to create
she need not fear their presence there. But for a slaughter. The young deadshot promptly called
reasons of her own the Indian woman refused to a halt and his two pa1·tners and the prospectors
answer in English, though the prospectors de-. llned themselves beside him, while the girls and
clared that she could speak it fairly well.
the Chinamen kept in the rear. Wild did not
"She understood what yer said, all right," Zeb offer to draw a weapon, so the rest acted in the
Heath· declared. "Don't think she didn't. Most same way. The Indians danced and yelled before
likely her old man is hidin' somewhere in the hut. them, but took care not to come any closer than
But never Ihind him. He's about the ugliest one · a distance of fifty feet. Finally there came a lull
of the lot, though, an' that's why he built his in the disturb{lnce, and then Wild took off his hat,
hut out here. He wanted to be close to the place and bowing to them, called out.
where any one would sl}ow up if they happened
· "We have come to pay a short visit to Lame Elk,
to git down close into the valley. He's got an the Choctaw chief. Let him come out, for I want
old-fashioned rifle wi1Jh a barrel on .to it that's al- to talk with him."
most as long -as a spear. I don't see nothin' of
No doubt this was understood, for several of
it, so it may be that he's hidin' among the trees the braves got in groups and began talking and
gesticulating excitedly. Soon our hero noticed
outside somewhere."
"Let him hide then," Wild retorted. "We won't that different ones were pointing to Bradley -and
bother to look for him now. I want to find the Heath. They had undoubtedly recognized the two
Choctaw chief as soon as possible. Come on."
men they had forced to leave the village less than
Assisting hi s sweetheart to mount her horse, a week before. Presently an Indian, bedecked in
the young deadshot was not long in throwing him- all the finery that his race was capable of nroducself upon the back of the sorrel, and then at a , ing, emerged from a clump of bushes to the left.
canter, the two rode away, the rest following. With a majestic tread he came straight toward~
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party of whites. Wild did not need to be told
that this was the ruler of the valley, though
both of the prospectors whispered something to
that effect. As coolly as though ·he was about to
shake hands with an old friend whom· he had not .
seen in a long time, the young deadshot slipped
from the saddle, and hat in hand, stepped toward
the aproaching chief.
"Ugh!" was the exclamation, as the Choctaw
chief came to a sudden halt and looked defiantly
at the boy. .
"Take it easy, Lame Elk. We are friends. We
haven't come here to disturb you one bit, · and
when we go away we promise you that we -yvill •
not let any one else know of this place."
' 1Ugh!"
This time it was in a less -resent ful tone, however, and our hero knew he .had made a slight
gain.
'.'We only 'wish to stay here a few da ys, chief,"
he went on in his -cool and easy way. "You see
here the two palefaces who lived with you fo r
several months. We met them when they were
nearly straved; because you gave them no food
and only allowed them one cartridge apiece whE)n
you sent them away. They told us of the Choctaw
chief and the noble braves and squaws living here
in the wonderful valley with you. It was only
natural that we should want to come and see."
"The paleface boy talks with a crooked tongue,"
replied the chief, who had evidently made up his
mind to do ·some talking now. "You come to get
the gold which is of no use to the Choctaws. But
you can't have the gold. Turn and go back or the
Choctaws will kill you."
"See here, Lame Elk," and Wild laughed lightly. "You know very w~ll that you wouldn't kill
any of us. Your religion wouldn't permit you to
do it, unless you wanted to make a sacrifice to
the god of fire. Even then, you wouldn't choose
a paleface for that pui'):)ose. Now then, just keep
cool. Don't get excited at all. I am going to show
you somethini,r, so keep your eyes open."
Then the boy looked around ·for something to
shoot at. About the only thing that appealed to·
him just then ,was a hawk that hovered in the
air about two hundred feet · above him. Quickly
unslinging his rifle he took aim at the bird and
pulled the trigger. Crang! As the report rang
out the wings of the hawk collapsed and down
came the bird swiftly toward the earth. Then
Wild made a profound bow t o the chief, after
which he straightened up to hi s full height and
folded his arms ac1·oss his brea st.
. "Paleface boy heap much shoot," said the chief,
solemnly.

As if reluctant to do so, t:'11e chief reached out
~nd let the boy clasp his finge1·s.
"How?" said Wiid, with a srni~. .
"How," came the reply, and that was all there
was to it, for that w-as the fa shion of the Indians
when shaking hands.
"Now then, chief," the young deadshot went on
to say, in his cool and easy way, "I reckon if you
have got a few minutes to spare· we;n git down
·
and hold a little pow-wow."
Lame Elk looked around at his br aves and said
a few ·words in his own tongue. The result was
that most of them turned and disappeared into
the woods. Only about a scor e remained, and
they slowly for med into a circle and squatted
upon the ground. Then the chief touched Wild on
the arm, and said:
"Paleface boy g1·eat brave. Heap much shoot.
Lame Elk will talk with him."
He Jed the way to the center of the circle, the
Indians making way for them. But a s soon as
they' had taken their places upon the ground the
circle closed, leaving the rest of our friends standing a short di stance a way by the horses.
"What do you fellers think of that?'' Cheyenne
Charlie asked, grinning at the two prospectors.
"It didn't take Wild long to bring the Choctaw
chief to his senses, did it?"
"Jt sartinly didn't," Bradley answered, while
.Heath nodded his head as though he could not
quite understand it.
"Be silent, Cha1·lie, and let us hear what the
chief says to Wild," spoke up A~a.
"All right, gal."
Wild was sitting upon the ground in a careless
sort, of way, and right before him was the chief,
who had not yet spoken a word. The boy waited
for him to proceed, knowing that it was the proper
thing to do under the circumstances.
"Where paleface boy come from?" finally a sked
Lame Elk.
"From all over," was the reply. "I happened
t9 be riding along with my friends when we met
the two white men who have lived with you for solong. They told u s about the wonderful valley
here, and being close to it, we decided to come
and have a look at it. But as I told you at the
start, we didn't come here fo r the purpose of
making trouble for you, nor do ,ve intend to let
any one know that there is such a place here.
You need have no fear on that score, Lame Elk.
You want to live in peace with the whole world,
and that is why you came here. Th;tt don't say
t hat you have the power to drive u s away, especially w)1en we don't mean to harm a ny one
her~"
"Ugh!"
The chief seemed to be really puzzled t o find
CHAPTER Vl.-Wild and Hop Give the Choewords to make a r eply.
taws a Surprise.
Finally he .brightened up, and looking at the
·--,
Young Wild West .knew he had made a deep boy sharply, said:
"What paleface boy's name?"
lmpression upon the Choctaw chief. But he r e· "Young Wild ·west."
mained stock still for the space of half a minute
The old fellow shook his heaq, showing plainly
after he had spoken. Then he took a step to the
right and coolly looked at t he line of weapons. - that he had never heard of the young dea dshot.
''Shoot heap much straight,'' he said, afteT a
While many of them- were armed with bows and
arrows and a few with old-fashioned muskets and pause.
"Y-es, apd after we hi:we had our little pow-wow
rifles, none of them acted as if they meant to do
I will show .you just what I can do in the line of
·
·
any fi r ing.
"Lame Elk,'' the boy said, coolly, as he put out shooting. My friend s can all shoot straight, too."
"Sam and Zeb -no shoot heap much good," the
his hand, "I reckon we had better shak~."
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chief said, a s he craned his neck to look at the two
prospectors.
"EEom what they told me they never had a
chance to show you whether they could shoot or
not, Lame Elk."
"Ugh!" and again the Choctaw grunted something in the way -0f a reply.
"Of course, you didn't like it when Sam and
Zeb came here," \Vild went on, in a reassuring
way. "But they didn't try to harm you, if they
have told me correctly. They did about a s you
wanted them to, and while they were here they
found .there were he11ps of g-old just lying aroun<:1.
They got some of it ready and wanted to get 1t
away, but you refused to let them have it, and
finall;v turned them away, giving them only one
cartndrre apiece and nothing to eat."
The old chief nodded to this and remained
•
silent.
"You, of course, know that you don't own this
valleyi" \.Vild continued. "While you took possession of it and have been li:ving here for a long
time, you have nothing from the United States
Government to show that it is yours. That means
that we have the right to come and go a s we
plea se. You don't believe in fighting and making
wars with Indians or ·palefaces. You came here
- to live in seclusion and be at peace with the whole
world, because you were sure you would not come
in contact with any one. It is certainly a beautiful valley you're living in, but if there's gold
here the time will come when the palefaces will
swarm here and drive you out. You might just
as well be satisfied to have us remain here for a
few days and not object if we take some of the
gold away."
"Gold no good," declared the chief, solemnly.
"You may think that way, but I believe the
time was when you thought differently. If you
have plenty of gold you can buy everything you
want. It happens that I have, plenty, but I won't
throw away the chance to take some of what's
here with me when I leave. Now then, chief,
what are you going to do about it? Are you go- ing to treat us well and let us depart in peace, or
do you propose to make war upon u s?"
Instead of making a reply, the Choctaw turned
to three or four of the Indians who were sitting
together in th!! circle and began talking to them
in a tongue that was not understood by our hero.
/ They kept at it for fully five minute~, the boy
watching them closely. When the chief .finally
turned to him he knew that the matter had been
left solely to him, and whatever he said would be
final.
"Young Wild West," Lame Elk said, as he
slowly arose to his feet and looked keenly at the
boy, "the Choctaws will let you stay one week in
the valley. Then you can go back to t he home
of the palefaces. Lame Elk ha s s poken."
"All right, chief," the young deadshot answered,
in his cool and easy way, as he got upon his feet.
"Since you have settled it that way we'll let it go
at that. But maybe you'll change your mind before we leave."
The circle broke for him to pass through, and
Wild quickly joined his waiting companions.
"I reckon you hea1·d all that was said, didn't
you?" he observed, nodding to Charlie and Jim.
_ "Yes," came the reply.
"Well, we can stay here for a week, anyhow.
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That certainly will be long enough, as far as I am
concerned. I have an idea it will be altogether too
tame for us here, anyway."
"He don't like it much 'cause we come back,
does he?" Bradley spoke up.
•"I don't know as he said a g-reat deal about
that. Didn't you hear our conversation?"
"Yes, but he sorter looked at us as though he
was down on us." ·
"That will be all right. You needn't be afraid
of anything happening to you. If we should
happen to get a pile of the gold away on the sly
it wouldn't be stealing, for it don't belong to the
redskins any more than it does to us. I reckon
when you leave this place a second time you will
be well fixed, all right."
"Good!" Zeb Heath exclaimed.
Wild now assisted his sweetheart to mount her
horse, and then he got upon the back of the sorrel stallion.
"Corne on!" he called out to the others. "We'll
ride right to the village now. We haven't been
invited to do so, but that makes no difference.
When we get there I am going to give you a little
exhibition of my fancy shooting. •I reckon that
will impress them about as much as anything else
I can think of just now."
They were soon all in the saddle, and then they
started along the smooth roadway toward the
villai?e, which was but a short distance away. The
chief disappeared into the woods, no doubt for
the purpose of taking a short cut to his wigwam. This must have been the case, for when
our friends rode into the village a.nd halted in
the square before the larger of the huts the Choctaw chief suddenly came out wearing a robe of
~olfskin that was trimmed gaudily with a scarlet
and yellow fringe. All dismounted, and then
waited to see what Wild intended to do.
"Lame Elk," the boy said, making a profound
bow to the ruler of the valley, "I want to show
you how I can shoot."
"The paleface boy can show Lame Elk," was
the reply.
"Very well Now we'll find something to shoot
at.
The boy looked around, and seeing a number
of dry gourds lying on the ground near the hut,
p1,ornptly stepped over and selected one of them.
Taking it to the chief, he said:
"Throw that up in the air and I'll shew you
how I can hit it three times before it strikes the
ground."
Then the boy _pulled a revolver and stot>-i in
readiness. The redskin chief shook his hea,l 11s
though he doubted his ability to do such a thhg.
Probably a dozen braves had gathered around,
while peeping from the huts could be seen a few
squaws and children. Where the rest of the
cwwd was our friends did not know, but they did
not f ear being attacked by them, since it seemed
that Wild had the Choctaw chief right where he
,
wanted him.
"Young Wild West shoot the gourd three
times," tlie old fellow said, as though he wanted
to make sure that he had heard correctly.
"That's right, chief. Throw it as high as you
can, so I can have a good chance."
There was a nod to this, and then stepping out
toward the center of the square, Lame Elk let
the gourd fly into the air with all the powPr he
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could command. It was a fine shot for Wild, who
was quite used to shooting in that fashion.
Crack!
,
The first shot chipped a piece from the 2:ourd
before it had reached its full height. Then, ~s
it turned to come down, he fired again, and it
was split in two.
Crack!
The last shot broke the larger piece into fragments before it was within ten feet of the ground.
"There you are, chief. That's pretty good
shooting, isn't it?'' Wild said, in his cool and easy
way, as he extracted the empty shells from the
revolver and proceeded to replace them with fresh
cartridges.
"Heap much shoot. Paleface boy great brave,"
declared Lame Elk.
But Wild was not done yet. While it was cer- l
tainly very good shooting he had shown the redskins of the valley, he felt that it was not enough
to impress them. Wh_at he wanted to do now
was something that looked ~lmqst impossible.
"Hop," he called out, nodding to the clever
Chinee, who was standing with his brother· near
the pack-horses, "come he1·e. I 1·eckon you have
got to help me a little."
"Allee hght, Misler Wild . . Me helpee you velly
quickee."
.
"You have a good-sized ring somewhere about
you, haven't you?"
"Lat light, Misler ''Wild," and the Chinaman
promptly showed two or three. They were nothing more than rings that were about an inch and
a half 1n diameter, but that was just what Wild
wanted.
I
"Charlie, take one of the rings," he said, nodding to 'the scout.
Charlie knew just what was required of him,
and he promptly did so.
"Now then, Hop, you pick out one of the smaller
of the .e:ourds in the heap over there and .e:et over
against that tree. Put the gourd on your head
and stand perfectly still."
"Allee light, Misler Wild."
The heathen was not one bit afraid to do this,
for many times had Wild shot apples and other
things from the top of his head with a rifle. When
he had placed himself in position, Hop called out
that he was ready. A nod from the young deadshot and the scout stepped to within about twenty feet of the Chinaman and held the ring between his thumb and forefinger. Wild then went
back about forty feet and unslu,ig his rifle. By
this time many of the Indians had reached the
spot. They were lined up in a long row, looking
on in silence, and showing considerable surprise.
While to many it might have seemed a difficult
shot that Young Wild West intended to make, it
really was not. He was quite cap~ble of hitting
the gourd on the Chinaman's head in the very
center. But what he wanted to do was to shoot
through the ring as Charlie held it up and let the
bullet hit the gourd.
.
"Come here, chief," he called out, beckoning
to the ruler of the valley. "I want xou to see how
this is done."
As if he could not quite understand what the
boy was up to, Lame Elk approached and took his
place near him.
"I want vou to watch me now," the boy said,

smiling at him. "I am going to shoot through the
ring and hit the gourd on the Chinaman's head."
Lame Elk shook his head as though he had his
doubts about it being done. But Wild said no
more, and placing his rifle to his shoulder he
motioned with his left hand until Charlie had the
ring exactly as he wanted it. All he had to do
was to run his eye along the sights of his rifle
so he could see th-e target through the ring. Once
he had done this, without saying a word he pulled
the trigger.
Crack!
As the sharp report rang out the. gourd flew
into fragments, and Charlie was holding the ring
in triumph. There was no mistaking it. The
Choctaw chief had seen the shot made, for he
had taken his place directly behind the boy befo1·e
he fired. That settled it. Young Wild West was
certainly looked upon as being the greatest paleface the Indians had ever seen. But whether he
would be able to take any of the gold away from
the valley or not remained to be seen. Wild
thought he had done enough for the present. But
Hop W.ah took a different view of it.
"Misler Wild," he said, as he came running forward, "you shootee one more timee. Puttee allee
samee blankee in you lifle."
·
'What for, Hop?" the boy asked, looking at him
curiously.
"Makee um ledskins velly muchee suplise, so
be."
"Well, I don't care about shooting a blank. The
fact is I haven't a blank ca1'tridge with me."
"Allee light, you shootee my levolver, len."
"What do you want me to do, Hop?"
"Me wantee you shootee um pipe flom my
mouth."
"I can do that in the regular way."
"Lat allee light. But me wantee you do it
some other way."
. "Well, tell me what you want me to do, then."
"Me showee you velly muchee quickee."
Hop then produced 1tn ordinary clay pipe from
one of his pockets, and breaking the stem off
rather short, he thrust it into his mouth until. the
bowl touched his lips and nose.
Having done this, he nodded to the chief, who
was standing with several of his advisers, and
said:
·
"Evelypody_ watchee. Misler Wild allee samee
shootee um p1pee and makee go down my thloat,
so be. Me velly smartee Chinee."
Our hero knew that he was simply going to per form one of his clever sleight-of-hand tricks. But
willing to humor him, he accepted the old-fa shioned pistol, which he knew was seldom or· ever
loaded with bullets, and waited until Hop as
ready. The Chinaman, after having explained
in,.his own way to the redskins as to what they
mfght expect to se.e happen, moved about ten feet
f1·om the boy, and then fixing the pipe sqtrarely
between his teeth, apP.arently, he called out:
"Leddy, Misler Wild. Shootee velly muchee
quickee."
Wild raised the revolver, and taking a quick
aim pulled the trigger. The report was a loud
one, and a streak of greenish fire shot from the
muzzle and _a lmost touched the Chinaman, who
dropped to the ground as though he had been
stricken by the bullet. He lay flat upon his back
with outstretched arms, and some of the Indians,
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including the chief, ran forward. The Chinaman's mouth was wide open, and the pipe was nowhere to be seen.
After an interval of a few seconds he suddenly
leaped to his f eet with a lightning-like spl'ing,
and houted:
"Hip hi, hoolay! Young Wild West allee samee
shootee um pipee down my thloat. Me findee
pletty quickee."
Then he suddenly bent over as if he had been
taken with a pain. After throwing him self into
all sorts of shapes, he suddenly raised his head
nd then spat out the pipe. Cries _of wonder ~nd
surprise left the . lips of the astonished r~~skm~.
Hop picked up the pipe, and aftcl' w1pmg 1t
carefully upon some leaves, handed it to the
chief, who took it and acted very much a s though
he considered it well worth keeping.
"Evelything be allee light, Misler Wild. Pletty
soonee me showee um ledskin s velly nicee tlick, so
be," cl,eclared the Chinaman.
"I reckon that will be about all for the present, Hop," was the reply. "Now then, if we ~re
going to stay here for a few days, the best thmg
we can do is to pitch our camp."
.
Without paying any further att~ntion to the
chief or his braves they began lookmg about the
vicinity. About a hundred yards from the chief's
odge stream could be seen ti:ickling ~own some
rocks. There was no hut near 1t, so Wild -pl'omptly selected it as their camping place while they
re,nained in the valley.
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"Foller 'em? Why, of course we will. I was
thinkin' that all the time. The minute I got
away from 'em I was thinkin' that. We sorter
made plans last night to steal what we could
from 'em an' g-it away. But we irot caught at
it, an' we didn't git nothin'. That don't say we
can't git somethin' if we keep on follerin' 'em.
If we are a little smart we'll R"it the best of 'em
yet. Foller 'em? Well, I reckon we will. There
ain't no use· in R"Oin' anv further away from here
now. I'm goin' to climb up to the top of that
cliff there an' watch an' see which way they g-o.
They'll be startin' off directly, most likely."
"There ain't no need in watchin' which way
they go," declared• Lucky Bill, shakin11: his head.
"I reckon we're putty 11:ood on followin' a trail,
an' thev sartinly will leave a plain enouR"h one.
Look at the horses they've R"Ot with 'em."
"Well, I'm iroing- up there, anyhow." Porter
had his way about it, and thou11:h it took him
nearly five minutes to reach the top .of the cliff,
he got there.· He could see the camp quite
plainly, and when he noticed that Y ounR" Wild
West and his friends were gettinR" ready to leave
he gave a nod of satisfaction and then watche(i
until they set out, after which he made his way
back to. his waitinR" companions.
"Well, they're irone," he said. "Now then, I
s'pose we kin foller along after 'em. But we
mustri't R"it too close to 'em, because you know
what Younir Wild West said."
"I know what he said, all ri11:ht, but he wouldn't
no more shoot us now than he did afore. Howsumever, we•n · take care not to give him a
chance." Being quite used to that part of the
CHAPTER VII.-The Two Villains Arrive in country, the two villains were capable of followthe Valley.
inir a party without being- discovered. They
started rig-ht in at it, and continued on with great
It is hardly t o be supposed that the two villains success,
and finally when our friends reached the
named Joe Por ter and Lucky Bill would contl:nt top of the
circular ril!ge that. overlooked the wonthemselves with being set free by Young Wild derful valley
they were watching
from a
Wei:;t and his frien ds. Charlie had judged them safe spot less than a quarter of athem
mile awav.
rightly when he said they were of t!'te sort _who They had not .heard a word of what the intentions
would look for revenge. Probably 1t ne_ver oc- of the party were 01· where they were going-, . o
curred to them that the~ deserved ~umshment when they saw thein acting in such a cautious
for having tried to kill Jim Dart while he w~s wa y at he top of the ridge they were somewhat
apparently a sleep at his post . But they did puzzled.
think that it was decided!}'. wrong to make ~hem
But they waited and watched until they saw
l)risoners and keep them tied to a tree all mg-ht. ·
'As soon as the y got a 11:ood distance away from them all disappear, and then they were not longthe camp they began talking it over, and the fur- in reachin11: the spot themselves. Porter was the
ther they went the more angry about it they first to g-et a sight of the fertile valley below.
"Come here. Bill,'' he called out, excitedly. "It
became.
"d " ,
"See here, Joe," Lucky Bill sai , we re a looks as thoug,h we've struck a brand new part
couple of fools, We might have knowe~ they of the country. What do you think of that down
didn't intend to hang or shoot us. That kid was there?" Lucky Bill was soon at his side, and he
only bluffin' when he said it. Jest ma de cowards opened wide his eyes.
"That sartinly is a part of the country I never
out of us, that's all."
.
.
"Yes that's all right. But I f eel mighty glad seen or heard tell of afore," he declared. "So
that th ey didn't hang or shoot u. ,'' was the re- that's. where they was headm.' for, eh? But I ·
~~
.
,
. thoul("ht they said they was likely to meet lnjuns.
"Oh, of course, I feel 11:lad, too. I s pose they I'll bet they've come here lookin' after somethin'.
could have done it if they wanted to, but they Young- Wild West jest said tpey was makin' a
didn't want to. But when I come to think o! it short cut to irit over into Texas so we wouldn't
,
now I can't help gittin' mad about it. They .1est know nothin' about it."
'Of course that's what be said it for. Now
laved us for a couple of fools, an' I begin to
hink now that we was. Do you know one thing?" then, we'll see what happens. We can't see 'em
from here, but they sartinly must be goin' on
"What's that?" Porter asked.
•
"We've irot to foller 'em an' see where they're down."
"S'pose they. should happen to come bacic arr.'
,roin'. They said somethin' about lnjuns bein'
about, but I reckon we ain't no more afraid of the ketch us here."
"Never mind about that, I reckon we coul•
lnjuni- than they are."

a
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hear 'em afore they got to us. Jest keep cool
After what seemed
to be a rather long time they presently caught
1!ight of ,the party as it fled out over the level
ground far below them.
"There they go!" exclaimed Lucky Bill. "They
seem to know .jest where they're goin', too. Them
two fellers what was nigh starved when they met
'em, as we heard 'em say, seems to be tellin' 'em
about somethin'. Maybe they've been here afore,
an' they're takin' Young Wild West an' the rest
to the place they come from. What kin they be
after, Joe?"
"I don't know, I'm sure. Must be somethin'
worth while or they wouldn't take all this,
trouble."
"Yes, must be." They kept on waiting, and
Oeing so hiJrh up they could see everythinir that
took place , though they did not observe the
i:olitary Indian when he appeared before our
friends and then ran away. They might have
witnessed the appearance of thP. band of redskins
if there had not been so many trees lying betwPen. B~t when the party had disappeared they
decided td go on down into the valley, for they
thought there must surely be a way to go on
through it and .R"et out at the other end, and had
no idea that Younll:' Wild West and his friends
intended to remain there for a while.
It was easy for the two villains to find the way
to get through the cut and then on down into the
valley below. Once there they started along the
trail that led throull:'h the roadway. They did not
hear or see anything that would indicate the presence of any one until they came right before the
thatched hut that our friends had seen the old
sQuaw in. Then it was that Joe Porter and
Lucky Bill brought their horses to a: halt and
·
howed great sul"J)rise.
The next instant the old Indian who occupied
the hut with hfs wife came out, brandishing a
musket in a threateninll:' manner.
"Ginger!" exclaimed Lucky Bill, tui-ninll:' to his
companion. "What's this, I wonder?"
"It's a redskin," was the reply. "But d011.'t 11:it
scared. We'll try an' find out somethin' now."
Porter then made motions to the old fellow,
i;ignifyinll:' that they were not enemies. Out of
the hut came the old sQuaw, and she, too, acted as
thoull:'h she meant to kill them. But since the old
Indian did not offer to fire a shot from the
musket the two villains recovered themselves in a
measure, and presently Porter let out a lauJ1:h.
"What are they .iabberin' about, Bill?" he asked. "I can't understand that kind of lanJ('Uage."
"I don't know," was the reply. "Wait till I try
an' reason with 'em a bit."
Then he dismounted, and walkin11: f#arle~lv to
them, said:
"What are you doin' here, redskin? Have you
Jived here a lon11: time?"
But the answer he received could not be understood, and once more threateninir motions were
inade.
"Pshaw?" Porter exclamed, as he seized the
ola musket and pulled it away from the redskin,
"you wouldn't hurt anybody. You're puttin' up
a bluff."
Then he looked at the weapon and found there
was no hammer to it.
"What do you think of that, Bill?" he called
an' <lon't Jet your eyes shut.
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out, with a lau11:h. "I don't believe this thing is
loaded. Anyhow, if it is there ain't no hammer
to it. An' there's the tube showin' with no cap
on, either. This old redskin is tryin' to scare us,
that's all."
It was just then that the three shots Youn11: _
Wild West fired ran11: out in quick succession.
When the two villains heard them they started
violently.
"Somethin' is a-oin' on, I reckop," Lucky Bill
exclaimed. "Give the old feller back the musket.
We'll ride on an' try an' find out what it is."
Porter threw the old weapon on the ground at
the feet of the Indian and then hurriedly mounted
his horse. Lucky Bill had beaten him at doing
this, and he was gallopin,r a-lone: the trail as
thoull:'h he really meant to take part in what he
thoue:ht was a fight. But he did not .11:0 very far
before he slackened the pace of his horse considerably, and then as his companion rode up,
he said: "There's sartinly In,iuns here in this
1>lace. But if they're all like them two we jest
seen they woIT't amount to a whole lot. Kin it
be that Youne: Wild West was shootin' at 'em?"
"I was goin' to tell yer you had better not be
too fast," was the reply. "Let the horses walk
alone:. What do we care what Young Wild West
is doin' with Jn.iuns? You oughter know as well
as I do that we've got to look out for our own
heads."
"That's riirht, too. I reckon I was a little
hasty."
Then the two rode on, the horses walking
1·ather slowly, until they reached a slie:ht eminence from which they could see the Indian
village ahead. As they took a 11:ood look they
-saw Quite a crowd J1:rouped together, and just
then a loud report sounded and thev could see
the smoke that came from it plainly.
"What's that?" Porter exclaimed, as he broue:ht
his horse to a auick halt.
"Sounded like a shote:un," his companion answered. "Some one got shot, too. There's a lot
of In.iuns runnin' to one place over there."
"An' there's Young Wild West, too," the other
exclaimed. "There's the gals what was with 'em
too. Don't seem to be much trouble, thouirh.
They're standin' there jest as though there ain't ~
nothin' the matter."
"There must be somethin' the matter, thoull:'h."
the other declared. "S'pose we go into the wood s
here ~an' then leave our horses an' sneak alone:
on foot. We miirht find out what's .l('oin' on here.
It's a blamed funny place, if I know anvthin.11:
about it."
"That's good enouirh. We'll do that."
Both turned their horses and rode into a little
11:rove that was mostly composed of tree:,; t ha t
bore fruits common to the semi-tropics.
They went alone: until they were within orobably a couple of hundred yards of the nearest of
the huts that composed the villaire. Then dismountin.R', they tied their horses so there would
be no dan,R"er of them leavi]1g them in the lurch,
and walkin.11: stealthily alon.R", they soon g·ot close
enou.irh to the central part of the village to look
around and see about all there was t n be seen.
But it happened that Younll:' Wild We,:;t and his
friends had moved away to the spot they had
selected for a campin.11: place, and all the two
Yillains took note of was the Indians who were
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standinl!' in iz-roups or walkin11: about, apparently
somewhat a.ititated.
"The funniest blamed place I ever seen."
whispered Lucky Bill, with a shake of his head.
"They don't seem to be wild In.iuns, an' yet
they're tol!'l!'ed out jest like 'em. Ain't R"Ot no
war paint on, or anythinl!' like that, thou11:h."
"I know what they are," Porter replied.
"They're a l!'ang- of fanatics, I think they call 'em,
what's g-ot off' amonl!" themselves to live alone
· an' make prayers to the sun an' ima.1tes. I've
heard tell of ,sich crowds of In.iuns afore. They're
harmless ertoul!'h, you kin bet. I reckon we had
better l!'O back an' l!'it our horses an' then tr:v an'
make friends with 'em. If we kin manage to
make 'em believe that Younl!' Wild West an'
his friends has come here to clean 'em out an'
steal everythin11: they've irot we'll put, one over
on 'em. I don't see why we can't do it, either."
"Yes," his companion answered, hesitatin11:lY,
"but s'pose they don'.t believe what we say an'
make us prisoners."
They· had not thoul!'ht of looking behind them
for some little time, and before anythiniz- further
could be said four athletic Indians uddenly stepped out of the brushes. They made no noise
whatever, and the first thing Porter and Lucky
Bill knew they were pounced upon and hurled to
the .1tround. They uttered cries of surprise, as
might be supposed, and stru11:R"led violently. But
beinl!' taken unawares, they stood no chance, and
Roon they were relieved of their weapons and
had their hands tied. til!'htly behind them.
"This is some of your smartness," Lucky Bill
declared, lookinll: anirrily at his pard. "I didn't
want to leave the horses an' come here."
"Shut up," was the reply. "They ain't ll:Oin'
to hurt us. They'll take us to their chief, most
likely, an' that will be all rill:ht. If they had
wanted to do anythin11: to us they would have killed us. But if you take notice there ain't none
of 'em as has- R'Ot a weapon even, except the ll:Uns
an' knives they took from us."
This was surely the case. None of the four
Indians had been armed when they made the
sudden attack upon the villains.
One of the latter now R"ave a nod, and shakinl!'
a fin.1ter at them warnin.1tlY, said:
Too
"Palefaces make heap much trouble.
r,nany palefaces come to the valley of the
Choctaws."
"We don't belong to that other crowd," Porter
· hastened to reply, shakinl!' his head vil!'orouslv in
the nell:ative. "We happened to see 'em all come
down here in this valley an' then we followed.
We didn't know there was anybody here. You
.iest let us R'0 an' we'll git out rill:ht away."
"Pa1efaces R'0 to the Choctaw chief," was the
retort.
Then they were assisted to their feet, and
while two took char.1te of them the others went
and R'Ot the ho1·ses and a few minutes later thev
were marched directly before the lodl!'e of Lame
Elk. It happened that it was by mere luck that
the four braves had discovered the two men spyinl!' upon the village from the ll:rove.
Conseouently it was a big- surprise to the chief
and the rest of the inhabitants. Naturally they
thoul!'ht the men belonl!'ed to the party that had
arrived there but a short time before.
uGo tell the paleface boy to come here," was

the fii·st cotnmand the Choctaw chief made. after
he had looked the prisoners over.
"Don't do that," cried Lucky Bill, excitedly.
"Youn$!; ·wild West ain't no friend of ouri:;."
But no attention was paid to the remark. and
a brave hastened to obey the command of the
chief.
CHAPTER VIII.-Hop Gives an Impromptu
Exhibition.
Younll: Wild West and his companions had .iuat
about l!'ot started in puttinl!' their camo into
shape when an Indian was seen runninl!." hurriedly
toward them.
"Here comes a redskin, Wild," · Cheyenne
Charlie said, thoul!'h he knew pretty well that
the younl!' deadshot saw him. "I wonder what's
up now? Maybe the old chief has chanl!."ed his
mind about somethin'."
"Quite likely, Charlie. But I reckon it won't
make much difference whether he has or not.
He1·e's our camoin.1t place, and, we are goinl!." to
stay here till we get 200d and ready to leave It.
But .iust keep cool. We'll soon find out what this
fellow wants."
The brave, who was the messenl!."er Lame Elk ·
had sent to tell Youn.1t Wild West to come to him.
was not Joni!' in reachinl!."' them. He made a bow
that was not alto.1tether like that which common
Indians were in the habit of offerinl!' to the palefaces, and then fixinl!."' his ll:aze upon the face of
our hero, he said:
"Lame Elk, the chief of the Choctaws, wants
the paleface boy to come to him ri11:ht away.''
"What's the trouble, redskin?" Wild asked,
lookinl!." him over sharply. "Is there anythinir
wronir?"
uTwo more palefaces come," was the reply.
"Ah!" and our hero turned Quickly to his companions and .IZ1ffe a nod. "I'll bet the two sneakinll: coyotes w~ chased away from the camp ye11terday mornin.1t have followed us here," he added.
"You're ri11:ht, Wild!" Cheyenne Charlie exclaimed, his face li11."htin.1t uo. "Kin I 1!."0 over
there with :ver?" ·
"Certainly, I reckon there wil be no objections
about that. Come on, we'll soon find out about
/
it."
The messenll:'er did not seem to oppose Charlie
cominir. too, and quickly led the way back to
the chief's lodll:e. This place had been shut off
from the view of our friends, but when they had
passed two of the huts they were able to see what
was there. Old Lame Elk was standing- in front
of his lod.1te and before him stood the two pri~oners, their hands still tied behind them. A sinl!."le
.1tlance sufficed to let Wild and Charlie know who
they were.
"They're here, sure enoul!'h, Charlie," the vounir
deaclshot said. in his cool and easy way. "They
had what I call a nerve to follow us. It serves
them ril!'ht if they have been made 'prisoners. I
reckon we had better let the redskins keep them
that way.''
"Sartin, Wild," was the reply, "There ain't
no use in lettin' them have their liberty. If that
was done they would be sneakin' around tryi~
to rob us an' maybe they would want to kill ws.
like they did Jim the other night. If vou Jet ~
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• >do the talkin' I'll make the old chief believe that
they're mighty dangerous customers, · an' -he'll
lock 'em up so they can't walk ten feet."
"Never mind, Charlie. I reckon I'll do the
talking. I generally do in such cases, so you just
keep still, unless you find it really necessary · to
-put in a word."
"All right, Wild." and the scout nodded to
show that he was satisfied to anything the boy
said.
"Well, Lame Elk," Wild said, as he nodded to
·t he old chief, who was standinii: there waiting
.:patiently, "what is the trouble?"
"Two more palefaces come to the valley of the
.Choctaws," was the reply.
"I'm sorry they have come here. They are bad
1>alefaces."
"Ugh!" and Lame Elk shot a glance at the
prisoners which told that he had expected as
much.
"We certainly did not tell them to come here,"
Wild went on to say. "I told . them two nights
aa-o that if I ever saw them again I was going
to shoot them. They tried to rob our camp and
.a.me near killing the boy that is over at the camp
there. One of them thought he was asleep and
WllS 11:oin11: to stick a knife in him. They're a bad
J)air, chief, though I don't know as they oug-ht
tc, be han11:ed just now. Can't you find a place to
lock them up for a while?"
"Hold on, Young- Wild West!" spoke UP Porter,
in a tremblin11: voice. "It ain't· fair for you to put
St on us so hard."
"Shet up, you measly coyote!" Cheyenne
~arlie exclaimed, forgetting- t hat he had promiaed Wild not to say anything. "I've a notion to
bock the spots out of you. Do- you want to
,
furht?"
"Don't ask me if I want to fight when I've g-ot
my hands tied behind me," the villain retorted, ·
11howing- considerable spirit.
"All right, we'll untie your hands, then."
"Go ahead an' do it. I'll fight yer."
. Probably Porter thought _it was about the only·
chance he had, and if his hands were free he
might make a move to get away. Without asking: permission from the chief the scout hurried
,to him, and pullin~ a huntirtg-knife from his belt,
he quickly cut the man's bonds. Then as he
dropped the knife back into the sheath he gave
him a push and placed himself in an attitude for
boxing. But Porter had no idea of fighting-, it
seemed. Instead of putting up his hands he
turned and ran for some bushes a short distance
away. Charlie hastened after him, and half a,
dozen of the Indians followed, while the Cho.ctaw
chief looked on · in amazement.
"They'll catch him all right, Lame Elk," Wild
llaid, coolly. "Just take it easy."
"Bad paleface man," declared the chief, shakin,r his head, and then he looked angrily at the
other prisoner.
A shout was heard a few seconds later, and
then it was not long- before Charlie came back,
dra11ginir Joe Porter with him.
"Here's the sneakin' coyote, Lame Elk.'' Charlie
aaid, as he gave . the fellow a shove which caused
him to almost knock the old chief down as he
"If )•ou're goin' to
C&"le in contact with him.
aaitence him to anything go ahead an' do it right

awa y. I reckon the best thing you kin do is to
have him put in a hole in the ground."
" Ugh!" exclaimed the chief, looking at Porter
resentfully. "The palefaces shall be put in a
dark hole."
Wilfl did not know whai sort of a dark hole
it was . but he figured that if the punishment was
too g-reat it could easily be regulated somewhat.
so he did not raise any objections. Lame Elk
called two of the braves and after talkinir to
them in a low tone for a minute or two, pointed
to the prisoners and said loud enough for every
one to hear: "Put the two palefaces in the dark
hole. Give them bread and water."
One of the redskins started to tie the hands of
Porter ag-ain. But the chief, noticing this, told
him to stop, and then picked out two more to
assist in taking the prisoners to the dark hole.
As ther statted away with them Wild waved his
hand to t'-e chief and said:
"We'll ;;ee you ai;t'ain pretty soon, Lame Elk.
We want to see where you. are going to put
·
the, rascals."
Charlie follower! on behind, and when thev had
walked a short distance through a grove they
came to the mouth of a cave that showed uu
from a steep bank. Into this the two villains
were forced to iro, Wild and Charlie following.
But it was only a short distance insi<le before
they came to a smaller opening noar which was a
big slab of stone. Rather roughly Porter and
Lucky Bill were hustled into the dungeon-like
place. Then one of the Indians quickl y. retired,
while the rest waited patiently. Our hero and
the scout sat down on a rock, bound to see the
finish of it. It was not long before the Indian
came back, bearing- a stone crock that was partly
filled with water and a quantity of corn bread.
When this had been pushed into the hole the
stone slab was lifted into place, and then a small
boulder was rolled aitainst it, so there could be
no possible chance of it being forced awav.
"There you are, Charlie," Wild said, with it nod
to the scout. "I reckon they'll be in prison for a
while. We'll go on back to the camp now. A
clay or two in there won't hurt them a bit. But
I think it will be advisable to get the chief to
let them out after that length of time has expired."
"If you let 'em out they'll only make trouble
for us," was the reply.
"That's all rig-ht if they do. But they rn't
make an awful lot of trouble for us , not i we
keep on the watch."
"All right. Wild; you know best. But if I had
nw say about it. them two galoots would have
to stay there as long- as we're here. If they do
let 'em out you kin bet your life they'll have
to be shot afore we go away from this here
valley."
When the two g-ot back to the camp Jim and
the girls wanted to know all about it, and when
they heard how- the two rascals had been placed
in a dung-eon they nodded their heads and declared it would be a g-ood punishment for them.
Hop Wah wa3 R"reatly interested, and he took
pains to ask just where the dunireon was. Charlie
told him exactly, while a grin showed on his face.
He knew pretty well that Hop was thinkin11; of
doing something _that mil.!'ht make a little fun.
"Say, Hop," he said, a few minutes later. when
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he was close enou2'h to the Chinaman to speak
without bein.1r heard by the rest, "what was you
thinkin' about when you asked where them two
11:aloots was put? Goin' to try an' scare 'em?"
"Lat light!, Misler Ch~rfie. Meybe ley no
Jikee stay in um dark cave."
"Don't s'pose they do; but you ain't J?oin' to
let 'em out, are yer?"
"Me makee lillee· Jight. so be."
"Oh, .1roin' to shoot off a firecracker or some
fireworks, maybe."
"Lat li.1rht, Misler Charlie. Me havee plenty
fun in !is pJaoe. Me likee um vall~y muchee."
While Young> ·wnd Wes'! and his partners felt
quite secure they deemed it advisable to arrange
their camp so they could find a protection in case
there was an attack made upon it. The rocks
were plentiful, and with the face of ,a steep cliff
right close to where the tents were erected they
could afford to make a good stand. As far as they
ha'.d seen the weapons the inhabitants of the
valley possessed were very prim'itive. But should
they take a notion to make a combined assault
they miJ!.·ht be able to do a lot of damage. When
everything had b'een seen to that would add to
their comfort and protection it was time to sret
the supper ready. As if they had been somewhere
on the wild mountainside where there was no one
within miles of them, a fire was kindled and Wini?
started in to do the cooking-. They had shot quite
a lot of game on the way to the valley after meetiniz: the prospectors, and it was not lonsr before
bearsteaks and some big birds were broiling over
the coals, while the coffee-pot was boilinJ? away
merrily.
"How far away is the place where all this
11:cild you were talking- about is stored?" Wild asked Bradley, as he was waitin.l?' for the meal to b~
ready.
.
"Aboµt two miles," was the reply. "It's down
that way, and he pointed toward the north.
"Well, I reckon we mig-ht take a walk there
after supper."
"I was thinkin.ir about that. We had better
wait till after it Jtlts· dark, We kin take a lantern alon_g-, an' not light it till we .irit putty near
there.
"Yes, that mi2'ht be a J?Ood idea. There's no
need of lettinl?' the 1·edskins know what we are
up to. - You and"-! will go and have a look at it,
Bradley. The rest can stay here till we come
back. I think two of us will be enouJ?h."
"I think so, too," was the· reply. "Zeb sartinly
will agree to that. He knows blamed well that I
won't take none of his share."
l!eath laughed at this.
"I ain't afraid of you takin' any of my share,
Sam," he answered. "There's more than enousrh
there for all of us, an' if tbere ain't we kin diJ?
out plenty more.
"We'll bring some of it back to the camp, and
you can bet on that/' Wild declared, noddinJ? to
the man.
-Supper was eaten quietly enough, for not one
of the residents of the valley came near the camp
even out of curiosity. When the meal was over
the sun had disappeared behind the high cliff's
to the west, and it was not lonl!" before the shades
of ni11:ht be11:an 2'athering. Wild was in no hurry,'
for even thouJ?h the Choctaws did not appear to
be paying any particular attention to them, he
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could occasioruilly see one peerinll.' that way. He
knew as well as anything that if they left the
camp the chief would ·probably be notified to that
· effect at once.
" I reckon we had better wait until it gets srood
and dark," he said to Bradley. "We want to make
this trip on the sJy."
·"Ri11:ht yer are," was the reply, so they waited
for fully half an · hour.
Then everything beinsr auiet and as it was dark
enou_irh, Wild and the man slipped away from
the camp, leaving the others to remain there until
they returned. They took with them a lantern
and Wild carried a lariat, for he declltred that
there misrht be some need of it, since there was
no tellinJ? what mi.irht hap-pen to them before
they returned.
·
As soon as the two had J!."Ot out of hearin11:,
Hop Wah turned to the scout and said:
"Now then, Misler Charlie, me wante€$ go to
um cave where um bad Melican men allee samee
lockee uppee."
"All ri.irht, Hop," was the reply. "I reckon I'll
sro with yer. But you don't want to do nothin'
so the 11:aloots will 1:dt shot."
"Allee lisrht, ~Misler Charlie. Me fixee lat. Me
velly smartee Chinee. Gottee velly nicee fireworks allee samee likee me havee in China."
. Hop had been thinkinsr it over, and he had decided to treat the inhabitants of the valley to a .
display of fireworks, and at the same time give
the two prisoners a bad fright. Just what he
had Charlie did not know, but he did not care
much, either, for he was satisfi.ed that whatever
Hop did would be worth seeing, and so lonsr as
the two villains were, ,:dven a good scare he would
be satisfied.
When HOJl got ready to leave the camp he had
a good-sized packaJ!."e with him, and he was puffing at a bil!" black cisrar.
"Don't do anything rash, Charlie," Anna said~
lookin11: at her husband earnestly. "Just because
Hop takes foolish notions doesn't mean that you
should sret too reckless. We have found that the
Indians here are inoffensive, and that they don't
mean to harm us one bit, so there is no need of
even frisrhteninJ:!.' them."
"That's all right, sral. Hop ain't goin' to scare
the redskins any. He's jest l!,"oin' to J?ive 'em a
surprise by showin' 'em a fine display of fireworks. But if he half scares the life out of
them two J!."aloots in that, dark cave it will be
all right. They deserve to be hanJ!."ed, an' you
know it."
Then, without listeninJ? to ·).anything- further
that his wife misrht have to say, Charlie hastened
on after Hop. The two walked rapidly toward
the prison of Porter and Lucky-Bill without tryinsr to conceal their movements one bit. As they
neared the place they heard a thud that sounded
as though a stone had been suddenly turned over.
Then a dark form suddenly appeared from the
black o-peninJ!." of the cave. It was Quickly followed by another.
"Great p;imlets!" exclaimed· the scout. "Hop,
them two 11:.aloots has found a way to ~it out of
that place."
A mockin11: lau11:h sounded, and then hasty
footsteps came to their ears, after which ap waa
still.
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"Hold on, there!" Charlie called out, excitedly. creased as they walked on, and Wild was almost
tempted to go back, for if he judged rightl.y, the
"Stop rhrht where you are, or I'll shoot."
But there happened to be quite a dense patch Indians had been roused to a pitch of anger.
It had not been necessary to light the lantern,
of woods near the cave, and there was no chance
of seeinl!.' them. The scout started to give pur- so the two hurried on. But they had not covered
1mit, however, an<f Hop turned and made straight a distance of more than a couple of hundred feet
for the chief's lodge. As soon as he came upon when the sound of hurried footsteps came to
their ears. Some one was coming along· behind
some of the Indians he called out, excitedly:
"Um two bad Melican men allee samee gittee them, and they we.re in a hurry, too.
"Get back here, Bradley," Wild whispered, as
•way. Ketchee velly muchee quickee."
Some of them undeTstood what ·he meant and he took his companion · by the arm and pulled
a number ran hastily to the cave. Meanwhile, him behind a rock. · .
- They had no sooner concealed themselves when
Bop went right on, and took a seat on a stone
. _thf forms ~f t~o me1;.running _straight toward
right before Lame Elk's abode.
The chief came out yawninl!.' and stretchinl!.' them came m sight. At first Wild thought they
himself, showinl!.' that he had been taking a nap mig·ht be Charlie and Jim, but a second look told
after supper. When he saw the Chinaman sitting him differently. Not · ·until the two were very
there he showed J;?"reat surprise, but promptly c.lose did he recognize -them, however. Then he
a-ave a violeht start and prepared to spring out
smiled and put out his hand.
and confront them. The two men were Joe
"How?" he said, as Hop gripped it.
"Velly nicee, so be," the Chinaman declared, Porter and Lucky Bill. They had manag-ed to
and then he quickly found a cigar and tendered make their escape from the mouth of the cave
it to the chief. It was probably the first cigar and quite easily, since the boulder had not leaned
Lame Elk had seen in a long while, and he quick- securely against the flat rock that covered the
ly accepted it. Hop was kind enough to get a opening. A couple of g·ood shoves caused it to
fa1rot from the fire so he mil!.'ht smoke. The move over, and they hastened to get outside.
Thell, as luck would have it, they ran directly
chief took it from him, and after lie J;?"ot the
cigar J;?"oing tossed it upon the J;?"round. The clever after Young- Wild West and Bradley, though if
Chinee did not notice where it fell, but it hap- they had known there was any one ahead the
another way.
pened that it landed right at the side of the chances are- the:'( would have turned
Though surprised to ,see them free, Young Wild
package which contained his fireworks. The clever
Chinee proceeded to tell how he and Cheyenne West was 1·,e ady to act. Out -he pounced, and
Charlie lmd contemplated a visit to the cave to with a quick blow upon the breast sent the forefrighten .the two villains, and how they had been most of the men back upon the other. Then he
made a movemef1t with his body t}:lat dropped one
just in time to see them making their escape.
and the result was that both fell heavily
- Lame Elk srrew somewhat excited, and called of them,
·
to some of his men. But he soon learned that to the ground.
· "I reckon you fellows won't get away just
the pur-suit had been started, and then he seemed
to be satisfied to chat with the Chinaman. But yet," he said, in his cool and easy way. "Come
·
it was not a very lon1t chat they had. It was here, Bradley, a:1d lend a hand.''
The boy now held a revolver in his hand, which
interrupted suddenly, so to speak. The burning
faJ;!.'ot in some way became connected with a fuse the two astounded villains could see quite well.
that was attached to a piece of fireworks the Both began begging to be let go, but the boy only
package contained, and the first th_ing Hop knew laug·hed.
"You· got out of that dungeon, all right," he
there was a loud report and the -air was filled
said, qu~ckly, "but you are not going to get away
with flying· sparks.
Bang, bang, bang! A series of explosions rart2' just yet. Bradley, just tie their hands while I
out, and the Chinaman, as much surprised as any keep them covered."
The prospect01· was only too willing to do this,
one else, let out a yell and fled from the spot.
and having the co1·ds necessary for the purpose,
he. soon accomplished it. . Meanwhile, the din at
the Indian village was increasing. Suddenly several shots were heard, and then Young Wild West
CHAPTER IX---:-Arietta Defyinl!.' the Redskins.
. promptly gavi: up the idea of going to have a loo'k
at the gold.
Young Wild West and Sam Bradley were
"I reckon we had better get back there, Bradwhere
place
the
to
ha-lf-wa:v
than
more
scarcely
the gold lay when several quick explosions ley," he said. It seems to me that there's fightsounded, and there was much excitement all over ing going on."
"Yes, that's 1·ight," was the reply. "It's too
.
the Indian village.
"What is that'?" the prospector exclaimed, ex- bad that the Chihee started it goin'.''
Forcing the two captured men to go with
citedly.
"I reckon Hop is up to something." was our them, they now hun'ied on back. As they got
hero's reply. "I am sorry he started anything- close to the village they were suddenly met by
Hop, who was very much excited.
like that just now, for it may make trouble."
"Me makee velly bigee mistakee, Misler Wild,"
"What in the world did he want to do anything;.
the Chinaman <leclared. "Me havee um fireworks
like that for, I wonder?"
"That heathen has peculiar ways and there is and ley alle samee go off and make bigee bang.
no telling· exactly what he'll do sometimes. But Ledskins gittee velly muchee 'flaid; !en ley gittee
come on. We -won't bethel' to go'back. Just take mad. Vantee fig;htee and dlive palefaces outtee
um valley. Um chief gittee bU1·nee lillee bit.''
me where the g-old is."
He would have_ g:one on and made a full exThev could hear a loud shouting: which in-
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planation, but Wild had no time to listen to him I can manage to do that it ought to be easy to fix
just then. Hur-rying on they soon reached the an agTeement by which we may take the gold and
camp, and found all hands thei-e, crouching be- go away at once."
hind rocks as if expecting an attack,
"That sounds all i·ight, little girl," the young'
"What does it all mean, anyhow, Char1ie_? " the deadshot answered, with a smile. "Possibly you
young deadshot asked, as he l'eached the side of might come pretty near doing what you say, too.
the scout.
But I .don't like to risk letting you go there. Sup"It means that Hop had some fireworks an' pose_ the chief shc.uld take a notion to hold you a
they exploded somehow afore he knowed it. I captive? He would then have us at a big disad·
-was runnin' after the two galoots what got out vantage."
of the cave when I heard 'ei11 yellin' like a lot of
"Yqu and Charlie .could follow me and remain
savages. But it's all right. You have got the at a safe distance with your rifles ready tt show
two, so it's jest the ·same. I went back an' found
L~!71~ Elk. that 1,c must not pro".e treacherous."
the old chief Jayin' down new rules for his crewd.
Well, tnat seems to be all right. I reckon
He ordered 'em to drive us out of the valley. we'li try it. I k:r,ow you have a very persuasive
They started to do it, Wild, an' they made it so way about you when you once make up your mind
hot for us that we fired a few shots over their to win out. Y cu will carry· a flag of truce, of
heads. That sent 'em back, an' I don't know course."
what they mean to do now."
"Oh, yes, Wild,'' and the girl at once ran and
"Too bad, Charlie," our hero -s aid, with a shake got her rifle.
of the head. "But it can't be helped. I am sorry
S:he tied a handkerchief at the end of the barthis disturbance was creat:ed. But maybe we can rel, and tlit>n no<lcing to her young lover, said:
fix thing,, up all right in the morning. There's
"Are you ready?"
one thing certain, and that is that they won't
"Yes, we·u go right on now. You go ahead and
bother us a great deal to-night, for they fear our Charlie and I will follow. I'll go a little to the
bullets too much for that."
right, and he can l!.'O to the left. Then we'll stand
Hop was blamed by all hands for having caused where we can be seen by the red-skins."
the unexpected trouble. But after a while, Wild
None of our friends had as yet eaten breaktold him that it could not be helped, so not to
feel badly over it. But Hop seemed to be much fast, ,b ut Wing was busy preparing it, just as
ashamed of himself, for usually he did something though ' there was nothinJ;? wronl!.' at all and no
that was more in the way of a triumph than clanger threatened. It happened that the Chocotherwise. This time he certainly had made a taw chief emerged from his lodge, no doubt to
mess of it. It seemed rather sti·ange that the greet his warriors and make an add1·e:.s to them
explosion of the fireworks and the slight ·b urns just as Arietta came walking toward the crowd
the chief had received on account of it could have with her flag of truce raised. A few shouts went
changed the inhabitnats of the valley from peace- up, and for a few seconds it seemed as if the
ful dwellers to savages. But such e.eemed to be majority of the Indians were anJ;?ered at the siirht
the case. However, . their weapons were very of the girl. But this quickly e.ubsided, and then
crude, and with their rifles and revolvers to de- the chief caused them to line up as nearly like
, fend themselves with, Young Wild West's party soldiers as they could, after which he waved hi•
surely was in no great danger. Shoub could be hand to the girl and gave a nod of his feather·
heard occasionally all night long, but nothing like bedecked head.
Fearlessly the girl walked past the line of redan attack was made upon the camp.
skins and paused before the old chief.
•
It was little sleep our friends got, and one and
"What does this paleface maiden want?" Lame
all were awake when the first signs of daylight Elk asked, half annily.
showed in the morning. The two prisoners had
"I have come to tell you that the palefaces will
been tied to a tree something in the fashion they
had been treated on a former occasion. They all go from the valley inside of two hours, but
were very dejected, as might be supposed, but did you must Jet them take some of the gold with
not plead to be released. When it grew light . them. If you don't aJ1:ree to this our rifles and
enough to see objects distinctly, Young Wild West revolvers will defend our lives. You 'know that
slipped away from the camp and was soon spying you cannot hope to conquer us, chief. We all can
upon the warriors that were gathered in the -shoot straight and quick. Young Wild West
wants to hear what the Choctaw chief will do in
square before the old chief's lodge.
He noticed that they were all armed well, as far the matter."
The redskin remained silent for a moment, and
as the dass of weapons they were capable of getting hold of was concerned. Many of them had then he sudqenly stepped toward the J1:irl and
old muskets and it was possible that some of them tried to seize heel. But Arietta was too ouick
might be loaded. A bullet from one of them for him. She quickly drew a revolver and, holdwould be jm;t as dangerous as one from a modern ing it close to his breast, said:
"Treache1·ous, eh? Well, Lame Elk, you will
1·itle. This the young deadsliot knew only too
·
·
, well. He could see nothing of the chief, so aft,i.r come with me."
waiting a while he went back to the camp and reThis sudden turn in affairs caused a yell to go
ported.
up from the crowd, and some of the Indians _
,vhen he was through talking Arietta came up surged forward as though to surround the brave
girl.
.
to pim, and touching him on the arm, said:
"Wild, let me go and have a talk with the
Crang ! crang ! Two shots were fired, and two
Clioct:nv chief. Possibly I can bring him to of them felt the hair flying from their heads.
terms. I'll try and make him understand that if
"Get back,'' shouted Arietta, "or I'll shoot your
we wish to we can destroy his whole band. If chief dead."
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Then lookiug him squarely in the eyes, she
added:
"You will com':! with me, Lame Elk."
The reply was a submissive bow, and Arietta
led him from the spot, all the while keeping the
revolver close to his b1·east.
In this way she passed along until she was.half
way to the camp. Then Wild and Charlie quickly
joined her, and the old chief, a prisoner, was
marched to their waiting companions. He was
Iquiekly hurried behind the rocks, and Charlie and
Jim took charge of him. But this had scarcely
been done when a fierce yelling sounded, and the
IJndians came rur.hing toward the camp, no doubt
ready to fight.
"Peace, peace!" cried Lame Elk, when he ,saw
how determined the little band of whites were.
Wild now told the chief to get upon a rock so
the Choctaws might see him plainly.
He was going to make him call out to them to
go back, but ju!;ft then his brave sweetheart rushed
out toward the advancing mob.
"Your chief says there must be peace!" shouted
Arietta, facinR" the anR"ered redskins and pointing;
behind her. I defy you to stop us from takingthe gold."
.
Wild made the Choctaw chief raise his hand.
"Tell them to go back," he said, coolly. "Do as
I say, or I'll shoot you."
Lame Elk was willing to settle it in any way
now. Raising his other hand, he shouted at the
top of his voice:
.
"The Choctaws are mistaken. They must not
fight the palefaces. Go back and live in peace.
Lame Elk has spoken."
For a time they saw the old fellow standing
there in a dignified way and motioning for them
to do as he told them, they finally scattered. and
then moved back.
"I reckon that will be about all, chief," Young
Wild West said, coolly, as he nodded for Lame
Elk to step down from the rock. "Now then, we'll
get ready to leave this valley as soon as possible.
But you will stay right here until we a r e ready,
though."
•
.
The chief nodded meekly and sat down. Wing
Wah continued the preparations for breakfast,
and when it was ready Lame Elk did not . refuse
to eat with them. Wild caused the two pn soners
to be tfed, and then he cut them l~ose and ordered
them to get away as soon as possible.
They were only too glad to do so, and-- when they
left the camp it was the last our friends ever saw
of them, though they knew, of course, that they
a-ot safely out of the valley. As soon as breakfast
was over Wild told Charlie to accompany the two
prospectors to the place where the gold was and ·
take some of the horses with them. They did this,
and in about two hours came back with all the
nuggets and dust they could carry.• The chief
knew what they had, of course, but he did not say
a word.
"There wasn't quite as much as they told us,
Wild," the scout said, with a chuckle. "I knowed
they was drawin' it putty long when they told
that story. But there's jest about enough to be
divided up amonl? us so we kin git away nicely
without bein' over-loaded. Quite a few. thousand
dollars, I reckon."
"But there's plenty more there to be dug out,
though,'' Bradley apoke up.·

, "Al! 1ight, we'U leave that till some other time,"
our hero answered. "The gold belongs to you, the
most of it, anyhqw, so don't think that we intend
to take an equal share of it."
They took their time about g-etting- ready to
go, and a.Jout two hours before noon th~ gold dust
and nuggets W(•re divided so all hands might carry
part of them, and then as they were ready to
n(ount Wild nc,dded to the chief and said:
"Now, then, Lame Elk, you can go back to y_our
village and I promise you that we will not tell
anycne about tr.is place. But some day we may
come back to vi ~it you."
•
"Young Wild West heap much shoot," was the
humble r eply. "When he come back Lame Elk
will Wl,Jcome him."
"All right, that sounds a little better. But it
may be a lnng time before we get a1·ound this
way again, so you needn't expect us very soon."
A s the chief n odded and turned to walk away
Hop ran after him and offered him a cigar.
"You havee lillee smokee when }!'OU eatee you
dinner," he said.
Lame Elk took the cigar ancr nodded.
Then when Hop came back he looked around
with.. a grin and ,s aid:
"Lat cigar allee samee gottee plenty l)Owder
in. Um chief maybe gittee burnee some more."
Then away all hands went toward the exit of
the valley. They kept a watch behind them, fo r
they had exp'c!rienced enough to make them feel
that they were not altogether safe yet, since the
In<lia.ns might change their minds at any time.
But nothing happened, and after a while they
had ascended to the top of the circular ridge and
were once more upon the wild mountainside.
It is not necessary to state just what happened on the way to the nearest town.
.
Suffice it to say they g·ot there without mishap, and then the bulk of the gold was given to
the prospector , and You·ng Wild West and his
friends, satii;fied with .their peculiar adventure
with the •Choctaw chief, stl'Uck out for Texas,
with the expectation of wo1·king th'eir way down
to Buckhorn Ranch, where they meant to take
a rest for a couple of weeks.
Next week's issue will conta in "YOUNG WILD
WEST AND THE HAUNTE D PASS; OR, THE
SECRET OF THE DEATH TRAIL."

RULES FOR USING "AN"
Correct use of "a" and "an" is altogether a
matter of correct pronunciation, the former being used before a word beginning with a consonant and the latter before a word beginning with
a vowel. In this use the aspirated "h" and the
sound of the consonant "y," union unit, etc., count
as consonants. In the case of a 1word beginning
with either of these sounds in unaccented sylla-eie, "an" is commonly used in written speech,
though "a" may be employed in oral speech. Thus
we may write "a" history, an united nation, but
"an hour, a horoscope, an uncle, a European."
Most rules have their exceptions, and it will be
seen that the exceptions to your rules of vowels
are only apparent exceptions, as they begin witk
actual consonant sounds, not with vowel sounds.
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A BOY FROM THE STREET
--Or, -

The Waif Who Became a Me1·chant "
By DICK ELLISON

A Serial. Story
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CHAPTER IV.-'-(Contin ued)
"I don't know whether she's her mother or
not," returned Jack. "She don't look ly;:e it. ls
Mrs. Watts, your mother, Tillie'?''.
"I don't know, but I don't want to go with her,
'cause she beats me."
"She's- a little liar; I never raised my hand to
l1er. She's all the time running away and begging, and I have no end of trouble with her," de- .
clared the woman, volubly. "Officer, take him up
and let me have my child."
"Give up the girl this minute or I'll run you
·
,
in!" cried Casey.
, "Aha, th' young robber, now he'll get his jues!"
exclaimed Mrs. Hoolihan.
"I'll settle it with th' cap'n at the station," said
Jack. "If he says I'm ter give up de kid after
hearin' all about it, I'm satisfied . . Come on. I'll
go with yer now," and Jack began to close his
stand.
"Yez'll do nothin' av the kind," said Casey.
"Yez'll give up the choild or I'll club the head off
·
yez."
Several bystande1·s protested, and at that moment Officer Ryan pushed his way through the
crowd and said:
"What's all the trouble about? Can't you disperse the crowd, Casey? What sort of man are
you? What is it all about, Jack Spratt?"
"This woman says Tillie is her kid an' wants
her, but Tillie says she don't wanter go, an' I
says she shan't, and then Casey puts his nose in.
I said I'd go a:n' ,settle it at th' station, but Casey
won't have it."
"I have already arrested the child, Mrs. Watts,"
said Ryan, 'and there's a charge against you for
neglect. -Come to the station and we'll settle this
case now."
Casey protested, and Mrs. Watts screamed,
when Ryan said decidedly, taking the woman's
arm:
"I'll attend to your case, ma'am. Casey, you
have nothing to do with it; you're off your 'beat.
Jack, bring the child to the station in half an
hour. Now, then, move on, all of you."
Mrn. Watts broke away from the officer, who
did not ha.ve a tight grip on her arm, and 1·an rapidly down .,the street.
Casey went on his 1,ounds. Mrs. Hoolihan and
Butts returned to the stand across the street -to
:find that a crowd of small boys had made a raid
on it, and the bystanders dispersed.
"I'll report the case to the captain," said Ryan.
"You keep ·the child till the old woman makes a
claim for her. _I.t will be all right. . Glory -}>e,
but she wants little to do with the police, I can
tell you. She knows them, and they know her.
I wondel' at Casey doing as he did."
"Ah, that cop ain't fit to d1·ive an ash:wl:\gon,"

.
;

said Jack, contemptuous ly. "He hadn't orter b9,
on the force an' he'll get broke before he knows
.
.
it."
"Well, never mind about him, · but so long a,•
you have a good place for the little girl, you'd,
better keep her. Her mother will not trouble the
courts to get her;but she may bother you, so I'd •
·
keep an eye out for he!'.''
"You bet I will," said Jack.
"It's a strange thing, one waif looking after
another," continued Ryan, "but . so long as you
have the care of her, it'll give you something to
think of and you'll do better."
Jack saw Mr. Williamson later and asked hi1
·
advice about the child.
"If she is company for you and wants to stay:
and her mother makes no claim. to the courts,
Ykou can provide for her, I see no objection to yoUI'
eeping her," rep-lied the merchant. "From all
accounts, the woman is not the proper person to
have charge of her, and while, perhaps the Society might do better for her than you"could · I
see no reason for your giving her up until the
courts compel you to do so."
"Then I won't, so long as she wants to stay
w_ith me," s~id Jack, decidedly, and when -he closed
his stand and went home, Tillie went with him.
The next' morning, soon after Jack had bel{W'
~usiness, a party of eight or ten boys, rangma
m age from ten to fifteen years, made a sudden
· _
descent upon the stand.
They seized whatever :WR!! in reaeh and several
of them succeeded in getting some apples before
.
Jack could prevent them.
Then he seized part of a barrel-head, jumped
over_the stand, banged three of the boys over tlte
knuckles and finally caught one, laid him across
his ~nee and adllilinistered su!)h a spanking with
the little b9~rd tJ:iat the u!Chin yelled with pain.
. J_ack 'l~t him go when his arm ached and then, '
.
·
givmg him a last whack, said:
"There, you can have an apple any time you
want a spankin', an' the nex' time you'll Jret ft,
worse."
"A few minutes later Jack saw the boys in front
of Mrs.. Hoolihan's stand, being regaled by the
latter with half-rotten apples while she laughed.
.
and occasionally nodded tow~rd Jack.
"I'll bet a cent she put them fellers up to makin' a ,r~id on 1!1e," the boy mused. "Never mind. ·
They 11 ca~ch 1t the next time they try any more
~ funny _busml:ss. I'll put a nail in the board before
I use 1t agam." Shortly after that Casey ca"me by off duty
and was about t_o help himself to an ~pple ·whe~
'
. Jack yelled at him to stop stealing.
"Bad manners te1· yez; phut are yez talkin'
about, at all?" howled Casey. "I wor goin' to pay
yez fur th' apple, but neow I'll not patronize yez
at all"
"Show ·me yer money foist de ~ext time" chuck.led Jack. "I'm onto you, Petey. This st~nd isn't
here. fur. th' ·'commodatio n o' cops, an' I ain't
·
ru~1;mg' 1t for fun or for m' health."
I 11 not buy another apple off yez " declared
·
'
C¥,ey, loftily.
'I aint seen ye:r buy one yet" retorted Jack
"Gei over to th' other corner an' 'bone th' old wo:
man for one. 'X ou are got a right .to it, seem'
·
that you're backm' th' stand."
. Case;v colored and walked hurriedly away but;
theit was not long before Jack saw him stop

and

at
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other stand, put an apple in his pocket and bite
at another, and say nothing about paying for the
eame.
Tillie :\J.ad not come to the stand, when an hour
l&ter Mrs. Watts walked up and said:
"You've taken my child, YOJl young tramp, but
I'll have the law. on you yet."
"You can have all the law you want, IJlissus,"
1·eturned Jack. "Any time you say I'll go to th'
judge with you. an' if he lets you have th' kia,
I ain't sayin' a word."
''Where do you keep her?" asked Mrs. Watts.
"Out o' your way, ma'am, but I'll show htr to
the judge any time."
''I'll find out where she is," snarled the woman,
"and then let her look out for herself, and you,
too. I'll break every bone she has and you'll
suffer, too, you upstart. You think you have fine
friends, but I'll come up with you yet, my boy.
Wait till her father comes home from his work
··
and. you'll see."
"From his worlc!" chuckled Jack. "Off the island, you mean. _✓you'll get there, too, if you go
on sayin' too much, missus.~
The woman growled out an angry, half unintelligible reply and then crossed to the other corner, where she talked for several minutes with
Mn. Hoolihan.
"Th' old woman'd tell her where I live if she
knowed," he mused, "an' mebby I gotter go ter
some other place. I'm glad I told th' kid to stay
home to-day, or th' old snoozer'd go makin' another fuss. Fur's I g(), I ain't afraid, but if she
goes monkeyin' with Tillie she'll get on th' island
or woise, I'll tell her that!"
Jack closed his stand a little earlier than usual
in order to go to the market and buy stock, and
as he neared the corner of the street where she
lived, he was surp1·ised to see Mrs. Mullins, his
landlady, and Tillie coming toward him, and at
the same time he thought lie saw Butts turn and
.
dodge quickly around the corner.
"Oh, Ilcyj- ·oh, my, there you are now!" cried Mrs. Mullins. "And aren't you hurted?"
"Me? No, there's nothin' th' matter with me.
,vho said they was?"
"Why, this boy, and I said I'd go with the child
and-- Why, where is he?"
"Butts, do you mean? H'm! No wonder he
skipped. Th' whole thing was a fake to get th'
kid away from me. Good thing you came with
her, but I'll watch out better next time."

CHAPTER V.
Bad News.

...

It seemed that Butts had gone to Mr. Mullins's
house with a .story of Jack having been_injured by
a truck and of being in the hospital, and asking
to see Tillie. He said that he had seen the accident, and had been sent for the -child.
Mrs. Mullins had no suspicion that the boy's
story was a fabrication, but she was anxious to
'see Jack herself. So she volunteered to tak~ TilUe, a plan to which Butts offered some opposition,
but to which he finally agreed. ·
"Th' old woman put him up to it, ari' most
likely was hangin' around somewhere so's ter
srab th' kid/' aaid Jack. "Good_ thing; I came

alon~ when I did. It's just as good to be luckv as
rich, I guess. Only fur my goin' •a way ea1·ly she'd
have done it, but she didn't an' next time we'll. be
watching out for her."
.'!-Oh, but she's the wicked woman!'' exclaimed
Mrs. Mullins. "After this I won't let the child
out of me sight unless she's with you."
When Jack reached his stand the next morning
;he found the top broken in and the morley drawer
taken out, but, as he had left no- change-,.in it
overnight, his loss was simply the expense of
having the top repaired.
"It's funny that they didn't touch Hoolihan's
stand/' mused Jack, glancing across the street
and noticing that everything there was as usual.
"It looks fishy, but I can't prove nothin', so they's
nothin' to say.''
The stand was mended and Jack did a good
business all day, much better than the rival st~nd,
the stock of whicn was greatly inferior to his own.
During the morning a sallow-faced messenger
boy came up and asked:
"Got anv cig'rettes ?"
"No; I don't sell 'em."
"She does," with a wave of his hand, "on'y
there's a cop there half the time an' helps her."
"I wouldn't sell 'em to kids, anyhow, if I kep'
'em,''. said Jack. "If men wanted 'em, I might." r
"Ah, go on, you're only a kid yourself."
"Well, I know better'n ter smoke if I am. Th'
t_rouble with you is you're tryin' ter be a man
ahead o' yer time, but if yer don't look out you'll
die befpre you get there."
The boy sulked off, but Jack had an idea that
perhaps he might lay in a supply of tobacco, if
there seemed to be a demand .for it, for the more
things he sold the better his stand would be patronized.
That afternoon Phil Williamson appeared at
the stand and said:
"See here, Jack Spratt, I've. been trying to get
you to come to see me ever since I knew you, and
now to-night you~ve just got to come. You don't
want to give me the shake, do you?"
"No, it ain't that," said Jack, coloring, "but I
ain't up to your style, and I'd only make you
'shamed · if any one was to/ome in."
"Nonsense! I'll never be ashamed of you, my
boy."
"Ah, but I don't talk right, an' I'm rough an'
haven't got no lt!arnin', an' I'm onYy a .b oy from
the street, anyhow."
"That's nothing, Jack. If I'd had as hard a
time as you, I'd speak just as rough. We will fix
all that. You -can go to night school and I'll teach
you myself, besides. Come along. It's time to shut
up, anyhow. I've come down purposely to take you
,
home with me, so you've got to come."
"Then, will you wait till I go horn~, get on my
other clothes and tell the old woman I won't be
home to supper and to kiss the kid good-night?
.
She'd cry if .I didn't.''
•
"Certainly. I'll wait for you in the store."
When Jack returned Mr. Williamson noticed
· that, not only in dress, but in feature and expression, he did not compare unbvorably with Phil,
lnd that in some things he was just the latter'11
.
equal.
(To be continued.)
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GOOD READING
FRENCH SOLDIER'S STRANGE JOB
On a housetop near the Eiffel Towe1· in Paris
there works each day a soldier of the Fre".nch
Army, who has the queerest job any soldier ever
had. .His name is Pierre Fleury and he is official cloud painter to the Weather Bureau. Beside him works a cloud photogrlphei-, also a sol"'1ier. When the camera clicks a record from a
cloud, Fleury takes a brush and records its color
in ll its variations and with an exactitude that
is scientific. The army is establishing a complete
series of cloud conditions for the use of airplane
pilots and for codification in the study of weather
conditions.

JAPAN EA.TING HOT DOGS
Another great American institution-the hot
dog-has invaded Japan. No Japanese outing,
merchant's lunch, nor gala celebration is complete
;Unless hot weinies are served. The hot dogs were
introduced .into the Far East by a Japanese cook
who, while in America, saw them sold at baseball
and football games-al)d county fair 1·aces.
In his own language he urged his counti·ymen
t o taste them-and once they tasted, no further
temptation was needed. Now every cargo going
from the United States toward the Orient includes
consignments of hot dogs. A coincidence· is the
fact that some of the best casings in which the
sausages are confined come from China.
ESTIMATED POPULATION AT 113,500 Bi:
JULY
Unofficial figures completed by arithmetical calculation indicate that the population of the United
States will be 113,500,000 by July, and 8,000,000
increase since the 1920 census, when 105,710,620
persons were living in this country.
Of this growth in population, nearly 2,000,000
are credited as immigrants, the remaining 6,000,000 being native born.
The natural increase of births over deaths
shows an apparent decline in the unofficial figures,
J.Uld the excess of immigrants over emigrants_. also
has a tendency downward.
The Census Bureau expects the new immigration r estrictions to
be a mate1-ial factor in the country's population
in 1930.
'
The Bureau of Census is hesitant to make a
population forecast, and is waiting for the outcome of State censuses, which are being taken in
Massachusetts, Rhode Island, New York, Florida,
Wyoming, Iowa, Kansas and South . Dakota.
These are separate from the recent agricultural
census and are usually taken five years after the
Federal sensus.
· CRIPPLED ~ ATCHMAN ROBBED OF LIFE
SAVINGS
Two smooth and utterly conscienceless youth
ot Charles Scanlan's $1,000. ·
:Scanlan is seventy years old. He is a cripple.
When he can get work as a lather he is happy
and comparatively prosperous. When he can't,
he turns watchman. Hard times or flush, he pays
$3 a week for a tiny room at Bleecker street and
West Broadway.

He was out of a job, but he still had his $1,000,
the savings of . a frugal lifetime. He was glad
enough when a suave young man he encountered
in Union Square offered him a job as watchman.
As they walked uptown, they encountered a lugubrious individual whom Scanlan's companion
hailed as "Al," and whom the police identified
later as the Crying Greek.
As always on such occasions, the Crying Greek
was anxious and lachrymose. He had $5,000 and
feared he would be robbed. Kindly old Mr. Scanlan suggested putting it in a bank. The Crying
Greek feared he couldn't draw it out quickly
enough. Scanlan drew out his $1,000 to show how
sirµple it was. The Crying Greek bundled his
m6ney and Scanlan's together and told Scanlan
to deposit the entire sum. Too late Scanlan discovered the roll was mostly newspaper clippings.
He reported his loss at the West Thirtieth Street
police station.
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Arctic, who has just 1·eached Seattle, Wash. While
Captain Hegne13s was ashore, the Silver Wave, lying six miles off Kutzebue Sound in the ice, suddenly started to drift to sea before a hard wind.
This was early last October.
Mate Albert Walters .who was in charge of the
schooner and the crew of four men saw their ' peril
and deserting the ve§;sel, went over the ice to Cape
Espenberg. The wind increased in velocity and
soon the abandoned ship moved to. sea.
Captain Hegness hurriedly obtained a team of
• huskies, covered 300 miles of the barren Arctic
»hore, keeping a sharp ·outlook for the sight of a
mast, but saw no signs of his ship.
The Silve,· Wave was in perfect condition when .
she was carried to sea rby the ice. She is still
afloat and seaworthy unless she was caught in
heavy be.rgs and crushed. She is a rich prize for
some Arctic wanderer. Dese;:ted and adrift she
is any .one's boat. No insurance was carrided on
the vessel nor its stores owing to the prohibitory
rate in the Arctic.
·

ITEMS OF INTEREST
¥OISONED LOCUSTS GOOD CATTLE FOOD
In South Africa, where plagues of locusts are
often fought with arseni{!, it has been found that
these insects, even though they have succumbed
~ to deadly poison, can .§.till be used safely for cattlG food, according to Scienoe. Experts of the Department of Agriculture of the Union of South
Africa have determined that in order to obtain a
fatal dose of the poison, cattle, sheep or horses
would have to consume 200 to 700 pounds of the
locusts, indicating that none of these animals are
in danger from the po_isoned insects. For poultl'y
and pigs, however, there is not such a Wide margin of safety.
SAFETY FOR AFRICAN EXPLORERS .
"When the daring explorer makes his way into
the uncharted jungle," said Daedalus Junior, "he
risks his life to serve scienc~. It is only just that
science should do something for the explorer in
return; and it is this debt that my lateSt invention
is designed to pay.
"It is well known that monkeys, on account of
their unfriendly' disposition, take delight in hurling cocoanuts at the savant as he passes on his
way to the scene of his labors. This attitude on
the part of the simians is to be deplored, but till
now nothing has been done about it.
'
· "I propose to suri·ciund each cocoanut palm with
a broad net, beneath whose meshes the explorer
can walk in safety, while the baffled ancestor ifl
the tree chatters in rage and launches his cocoanuts in futile wrath.
"I am condent that my invention will bring
me enormous sums from the various societies who
send out expeditions, and whose appreciation o'f
scienti~ merit knows no bounds."
SHIP, .MINUS CREW, ;BLOWN OUT TO SEA
Somewhere in the Arctic wastes a ship is drifting as the plaything _of winds and ice floes . . Her
larder contains a supply of provisions,. there is
fuel in her holds, yet her crew quarters are empty
and no· one stands watch in the pilot house.
She is · the two-masted power schooner Sil·ver
Wave, she of Capt John Hegne_ss, veteran of the

LAUGHS
He-You look tired. She-c-l have been to my
dressmaker, irettinl!." fitted. But you· look tired, ~
too. He-Yes. I met my tailor, and he gave
me fits.
Cohen (enterinJ? delicatessen store)-Gif me
some of that salmon. Prop.-That's not salmon,
that's ham. Cohen-Vell. - Who asked you what
it vas?
·
Actor-Madam, how much are your apart-ments? Landlady-From five dollars up. Actor
- -Madam, I am an actor. Land1ady-Then it's
five dollars down.
· Kentucky Ker~al-You may be president some
day, my boy. Little Lad-Gee! You're not
tryinJ? to work me for .a postoffice job that far
ahead, are you?
Little Georl!,"e-Do your folks ever have family
_prayers before breakfast? Little Albert-No, ~
we only have prayers befor.e we J?O to bed. We v..•
ain't afraid in the daytime.
He (in their new home)-Do you know, I can
hardly believe that we are really and truh·
married. Sh1;1-Glance over these bills, dear, and
you'll have no doubt whatever.
Grateful Patient-By the way, I should be glad
if • you would send in your bill soon. Eminent
Practitioner-Never mind a'bout that, my dear
madam; you must iret quite strong- first.

•
An Irishman entered the New York Postoffice
for the purpose of postinJ? a letter to his fiancee.
He pansed in perplexity before a board containing three slots, bearing the words, ".City.''
"Donte'stic," "Foreign." - "Faith!" he muttered,
"this is a pretty problem. MaJ!:gie's a· domestic,
sJ1e lives in the citv and she's a foreigner. What
beats me is how ' rm to get the letter in the
three holes at once."

/
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GIRL IS FUR TRAPPER
Among the trappers who have arrived at Fort
Vermillion, Alta., with their winter catch of fur
was Miss Mary H;i._llett, the only woman trapper
known to be operatmg in the district. Miss Hal. e~t is _only eighteen, but for two seasons precedmg this on_e s~e had "1:>een "breaking trail" for
her father In his trappmg operations. This season she worked her own dog team and tended her
own trap lines, bringing in something more than
300 pelts.
The Halletts came to this district from the
United States and each winter they spend in the
open air. Miss Hallett can ride, shoot, cook bannock and tend her traps in true frontier fashion
and uses the regular sleeping bag of the North
when out after fur. She came out of the wilderness in what she said was "fine shape," and her
dogs were also in good conditions.
THE COLDEST PLACE
What is said to be the coldest place on the globe
is the region of Verkholensk, Siberia. He1·e is a
convict station, but during most of the year no
guards are needed to keep the prisoners from running away, for in the more severe portion of the
winter no living creature can remain in the open,
and during the three most severe months, when
the temperature sometimes falls to 86 degrees below zero, no one dares to venture out for more
than a few moments at a time. Ordinary steel
tools will snap like glass, and unseasoned. wood
becomes almost as hard as steel. When one
breathes a powder like the very finest snow falls
at one's feet. It is said that there are less forms
of insect life here than elsewhere in the world,
and some of those found are not found elsewhere,
seemingly having been created especially to inhabit such a frigid region. Some of the signal~ervice officials declared recently that most of the
severe cold waves that sweep across the North
,4merican continent have their origin in Verk'i\'J61ensk. The wind blows a perfect gale almost
all the time, and that discomfort added to the low
temperature, would certainly make this a very
unpleasant place in which to spend the wlnteP.
ENGLAND'S BILL FOR RATS
• It has been estimated that the damage caused
by rats to the food supply and buildings in Great
Britain alone represents a loss of something approaching 250,000,000 a year. In addition to this
the rat is a serious menace to society a s; a ca1·rier of disease; the occurrence of infectious j aundice in epidemic form on the western front during the war and more recently in Scotland, where
a mortality of 40 per cent. of cases occurred, has
·rected attention to a new danger near home, for
1ich the rat is responsible. It is common knowledge that rats are prolific, but few people realize
the ·rapidity with which their numbel'S increase.
The litter in an adult rat varies from eig_h t to
sixteen. Rats breed throughout the year, the
riod of gestation is only twenty-one days, and
pregnation may again take place within a few
ours of the birth of a litter.
·

rt

THERE

A very moderate estimate of the number of descendants of one pair of rats born during one
yea1· is well over a thousand, and these in the
course of three years will have increased to a
quarter of a million; these calculations are based
on litters of ten, and only six littel'S in the course
of a year are allowed for. A single pair of rats
will eat more than eighty loaves of their equivalent in a year, and their descendants in the same
year will eat more than 46,000 loaves of their
equivalent in wheat or flour.
ARMOURED CARS MOVE $350,000,000
The Equitable Life Assurance Society of the
United States moved $360,000,000 of securitiea
from the Equitable Building at 120 Broadway to
the society's new home at 3!13 Seventh avenue, recently. The journey wv from Pine street, a half
mile north of the tip oi Manhattan Islam:!, to the
vicinity of the Pennsylvania station, three milea
or more. As in the case of the Federal Reserve
Bank of New York, which carried gold and lie•
curities running in value well into the billion:dollar brackets, the Life Assurance Society selected
early morning -as the time to move camp.
The transport was effected under excellent conditions of low visibility, fog combining to conceal
the movements of the thirty-five armored and bullet-proof vans that were employed. But while
the fog aided in covering the movements of the
armored fleet, the fog did a great deal to make
the jou_rney trying. Drivers of the vans could
see only a few feet ahead of them and had to feel
their way toward their destination.
As most of the drivers employed were men who
had served in the World War bringin~ supplie11
up to the front, the procession was distmctly military. The vans were drawn up into squads of
four. There were eight complete lines of four
and the ninth was complete, save for the thirtysixth van which, it was found, would not be needed
and consequently was not engaged.
The procession was under escort of armed
guards with machine guns ready for action and a
cordon of police was thrown around the moneybearing messengers as they lugged sealed trunks
from the Equitable Building to the vans on the
Pine street side. A similar office was served by
the police at the new building of the Life Assurance Society. And it was under police escort that
the heavily armed fleet of cars slowly moved
north~d.
The entire removal was accomplished in exactly
four hours-a manoeuvre that was believed to
establish a new time record for an ope,ration of
such importance and delicacy, and over so long a
distance. The securities of the society which equal
in value the total Tesources of a large metropoltan
bank, were take'.n from their old home at 120
Broadway to the new home at 393 Seventh avenue, de-posited in their proper vlaces, and the
doors of the new office opened in time for buslneaa
with none but a few knowing how it had bee.a
brought about.

•
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POINTS OF INTEREST

GIRLS WHO COUNT "CONFETTI"
ops "have agreed to attend the ceremony and a
Out of the many intricate jobs done by womeri. committee of her followers has promised to proIii. the new ticket office just opened by the London duce five others who will attend if the clerg:y of
~neral Omnibus Company, Ltd., at Chiswick, their diocese will pennit.
"confetti counting" is surely the strangest, says
'fhe Southcott box has been a mystery for more
the Sci,mtific American. When a check is de- than"l00 years. Johanna was an English domesaired on the number of tickets sold during an om- tic servant who asserted that she possessed proph- 1
nibus journey, the conductor's,bell punch is opened etic powers. Her followe1·s believed the box conand the tiny Clippings of pape1· are all poured tained writings capable of uniting all the churches
on the-table. The girl, helped by a "metal finger," of the world. Johanna, who was born in Devonaorts arid counts the c~ippings, which are built up shire, died in London in 1314.
into little heaps of confetti all the same colors,
J oha.nna insisted that the box must be opened
from which it is easy to calculate how many only
in the presence of twenty-four bishops, and
penny "rides" have been sold.
although efforts have bee:n. made every few years,
only a few high ecclesiastics would recognize its
BAD NEWS FOR STOUT MEN
existence, and it was never possible to a ssemble
Men whose girth is more than forty-three twenty-four
at one time.,
inches will have to pay 10 per cent. more fm:
This year for the fii·st time the Archbishops of
their suits in the future, according to a decision
by the Parisian ·Tailors' Syndicate. The tailo1·s Canterbury and York have agreed to witness the
contend it is uniair to oblige them to clothe pqrtly ceremony and their action has created interest
customers for the san:i.e price as thin ones and among other churchmen. Johanna's followers will
that, with the rising cost of textiles, notably Eng- meet soon to make arrangements for opening the
lish woolens and Scotch tweeds, they are more box, the hiding place of which is known by only
four persons.
·
than justified in asking the increase.
While President Doumergue may make the
grade and hi.,s pocketbook be unaffected by the
PLANES DROP SEEDS IN NORTHWEST
tailors' ukase, there is certainty that Premier
Herriot will come in for an increase under the
Planting forest tree seeds with an airplane is
rufing unless an exception is accorded him.
the latest innovation in the reforestation in the
Northwest.
'
A large corporation, holding several m-illion
BARE KNEES BARRED
acres of forest land, thousands of which have
Vassar girls are not to exhibit their knees even been cut over and are now treeless, sought a
in the· semi-privacy of their campus.
method of seeding the extensive areas quickly and
The advent of spring and increased outdoor ac- thoroughly. By hand-seeding the problem of
. tivity has resulted in a tendency toward info·r- transportation of both seeds and ·men was insolvmality of dress and a series of informal meetings able. An airplane capable of carrying two men
were held recently under the aus_pices of the Stu- and an extra load of cargo was arranged for. By
dents' Aasociation to remind the students there flying low over the stumpy, rolling land the extra
are certain rules of dress and to recommend com- man in the air flivver tossed ·out the valuable seed
pliance with them.
to alight where it might. Over seventy pounds of
Students are on no account to appear in col- seed were thus scattered in a day.
- "'
lege dining-rooms attired in knickers or in a comAnother· lumber company simply collected '
bination of middy and bloomers, and it ~ also thousands of cones, which were then scatte1·ed
urged that bloomers shall not be worn about the over
areas of _logged off lanq_s by workmen.
campus unless they have the protective covering
To build up a better watershed near the headof a coat.
If the bloomer-clad student omits her coat it is waters of the Cedar River, from which stream the
Jbligatory upon her to see that her knees are care- Seattle drinking water is ·taken, the municipal
fully covered. Students are not supposed to go to authorities desired to plant trees along the barren
Poughkeepsie hatless and they have been re- rocky walls above Cedar Falls. To get the tree
quested not to roller skate within the city's en-., seeds high up along the walls where workmen
could scarcely cling, let alone sow, a bow and
virons and not to appear in town in knickers.
• Hats are strictly forbidden at dinner time and arrow was used. A spoonful of tree seed tied in a
although permitted at. luncheon they are deplored thin paper sack fastened to the arrowhead was
at any time in the dining-room. The -importance shot against the wall. In bursting the sack loosed
of. dressing for dinner, especially over -week-ends, the seeds, many of which rolled down into the
river, but enough were held in the cracks and
is also stressed.
crevices to soon cover the bare l'Ock with cedar,
fir and hemlock.
FAMOUS SECRET .' BOX'S OPENING SEEN
Many deep clay cuts along the state's highway
AS NEAR
system are being: set to l:i.aby trees to cover the
The desire of 100,000 followers of Johanna bare spots. In general this year's Arbor Day is
Sou:tli.cott to have the famous secret box she left extending over a period of weeks in the 'hurried
opened in the presence of twenty-four Bishops agitation to raise forests in treeless spots from
s,robably will be realized this year, Twenty Bish- which J>OSterity may enjoy and pront.

INCHES, F EET,
P OU N DS .TO
GO
Soon we sha ll
n o longer compute distances in
i n ches, feet,
yards, rods and
miles, and ounces
a nd pounds will
be no longer used
- as u nits of
weight. This was
the confident pred i c t i o n made
u nanimously b y
the members of
the Metric Association who met
in conju-nction
with the Association for the Advancement of
Science.
It is
only a matter of
time, declared Dr.
., George F. Kunz
of the American
Museum, expert
in precious stones
and P 1·esident of
t he Metric Associ ation , b efore
this coun try will
officially an d generally adopt the
simple a nd easily
handled
system
of meas.u rements
now cu rren t on
the Continen t of
Eui·ope. Centimetres and decimetres will replace
our inches and
feet, the yar d will
be su pplanted by
the meter, the
mile by t he kilometer , t he ounce
by the gram and
the pound by the
kilo. The number
10 will be the
common multiple
for all the tables,
and school children w i ll . no
longer have to
remember that a
,, mile contain exactly 1760 yards ;
they will only
ave to 1 e a rn
that ten milligrams make a
Nmtigram, and
that ten centimetres make a decimetre.
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' "The Best Hunch I Ever Had!"
"It happened just three years ago. I was
feeling pretty blue. Pay day had come around
again and the raise I'd hoped for wasn't there.
It began to look as though I was to spend my
life checking orders at a small salary.
"I picked up a magazine to read. It fell
open at a familiar advertisement, and a coupon
stared me in the face. Month after month for
years I'd been seeing that coupon, but never
until that moment had I thought of it as
meaning anything to me. But this time I
read the advertisement twice-yet, every woriJ I
"Two million men, it said, had made that
coupon the first stepping stone toward success.
In every line of business, men were getting
splendid salaries because they had torn out that
coupon. Mechanics had become foremen and
superintendents-carpenters had become architects .and contractors-clerks like me had become sales, advertising and business managers
because they had used ~hat coupon.
"Suppose that I • • ? What if by studying
at home nights I really could learn to do something besides, check: orders? I had a hunch to
find out-and then and there I tore out that
coupon, marked it, and mailed it.
"That was the turn in the road for me.
The Schools at Scranton suggested just the
course of training I needed and they worked
with me every hour I had to spare.
"In six months I was In charge of my divi1ion.
In a year my salary had been doubled. And I've
been advaacin1 ever • ince, Today I wa• appointed

manager of our Wc1tern office at $5,000 a year.
Tearing out that coupon three years ago was the
beat hunch I ever had."
For thirty years, the International Correspondence
Schools have been helping men to win promotion,
to earn more money, to have happy, prosperous
homea, to get ahead in business and in life.
You, too, can have the po1ition you want in the
work you like best. Yes, you can! All we ask i1
the chance to ·prove it.
Without coat, without obligation, just mark and
mail this coupon, Do it right now I
INTERNATIONAL CORR ESPONDENCI SCHOO LI
Box 4487~D. a,ranton. Penna.
Without cost or obllratlon. please tell me how I can Quallt:, for
tho po• ltio~ or in the 1ubJeot before which I have marked ,., X :
BUSINEII TRAINING COURSES

f;J~::~a11:,"::;e~:Jt
Peraonnel Orl'&nlu.tloa

Traftlo Manaa:ement
Bu1inol8 Law

Bankln1r and Baoll:11'11' Law

l

Acoountanc:,(lncludloiC.P•.A.)
Nlcholson Cost Acoount1n1
Bookkoovlnr

r:!~~t 8ecreta3 French

1!~

1

:e~;;~•o

Batter Letter•
Show Card Letterlna
StenonavhY and TTPIAI
BuaineN Enrllah
Clrtl Service
Railway Mall Clerk
Common School BubJecta
Su~~!~IWIS

mt~.~.W~I

~

TECHNICAL AND INDUSTRIAL COURSES

~1:m:a1.itri::er1n,
llechanlcal Engineer
Mechanical Dr• Ctaman
Machine Shop Praotlco
• Rallroad Pos1tloos
ir:l~rir~tratlnl
Sur,eytng and Mapplq
Metalluro
Steam Enrlnoerlnl
Radio

1

l!;~':Jt:~1.

Blue Print•
Contractor and BuUder
Architectural Drattamao
C.mcrete Builder
Structural Enldneer

~~t:!:gle ~:,~armao:,
Airplane Englne•
Na,lgatton
A,rrlculture and Poultr:,
Mathematica

Name .................................................................................................. ..
Street
3•0•24

~··········......................................................................................
Cit:, ..................................................State ......................- - - · -

Oecupatlon .................................... .. .. ,......................................... ..........

r,,...., r,IUlin11 «11 O•nad• doulll """' tM, coupon to O'- /nl,rtlt11GI Ot<rflPOMfflH 8oHOII Oanadv,n. Limilld, Monlrtal. 0•1114&. .

ANCIENT
HAIRPINS
Women used to
Jose their hairpins a thousand
years ago much
in the ame way
as they do to-day.
That, at least, is
the
impression
one g-ets from the
antiquities found
a sho1·t time ago
at the Silchester

LITTL E ADS

1

Wr-ite to Rike1· & King, Advertising Offices, 530 Broadway, New York City, or 29
East Madison Street, Chicago, for particulars about advertising in this magazine
AGENTS WANTED

AGRNTS ,vnntP<l To Advertise Our Goods

nncl distribute samples given to consumers: OOc nn hour: write for .f ull particulars. American Products Co., N09 American
BltlJZ. Cincinnati. Ohio.

SPII mnrvelous nl'w camPra. tnkes
nnd finishes nictures inside camero In one
minute. Crown Co., Dept. 967, Xorwalk.
Conn.
AGENTS.

selling $elf Thr/>nding
XPP<llPs. XPPdlPhookR. Cost 3c-5c: RPll 2!\c.
excavations. The ~'hrPP sam1>IPs 21\c. Catalogue fre<>. Needlemost interesting ~~~J' Y:~k.ialty Co., Dept. 8, 661 Bron,hrn .,·
$211 PROFIT DAILY.

!

dis_co~ery was ~he AffE:ST~-WRJTE FOR FREE SA~IPLES.
building
which I Sell Madison "Better-Made" shirts for
formed apparent- lnr!!e Manufacturer, direct to wearer. No
.. .
1, rnp1tal. or experlPnce required. Man.v earn
ly the prmc1pal $100 weekly and honus. Madison Corp., 501
baths of the Ro- Broadway, New York.
man town. The
exploration of the
HE_LP WANTED
baths melded a I DF.TECTIVE8 NE'EDF.:D -EVERYWHERE.
J•
.
Work home or travPl . expnlPnce unnecf'Bnumber of arch1- snry, WrltP GeorgP R. Wngnn, former
t e ct u r a I frag- I Govt. DPtPrtivP. l!lfi/l Broadway, N. Y.
ments, including sn,,·v.,»'.'•H': ';\llrrnrs. FrPnrh nlatP-.-F:-,n-,-1-lya 1;mall altar, porlenrnP'1: 1mmpns.- oront~. Plans ,..,..,_ Wear
tions of capitals '11rrnr Work•. F.xr.-l~lor Sprlnars. Mo.
and bases, part _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _
of a large basin WOR1C AT lf0JIIF.- LsiflPs, nlPa1111.11t. rnR:v
of Purbeck mar- SPWlll" 011 ,-t)llr mn('hinP. ·wnnlp ''" fl~d
ble, and some sin- tlmP. fHi.-hPst flMAihlP pricP• 1rnffl. For tnll
infornrntlon addr<'SA T,. Jones. Box 52
gular pieces of Olt1Py. Ill.
metal. In a filled- - - - - - - - - - - - - 1
up hypocaust I
PER~ONAL
were found at
least 100 bone .4. RE , ·ou T.0':1il'-"0MF.'! " · rtte R!'tt:v J ..,...
.
h' h h d
lnc., Rox 1'!20. r11.- ffnll Rtatton. New York
pms, w IC
a I ('lt:v. Rtamp npprP<"IRt('d.
evidently b I: e n I '---- -used to a~Ju st MARR'\:? RnndrNls. wl'nlth:v. en r:vwh"'"·
the back hair of
Sl'PkinJZ com11nnlnns.
Plnln •enl<>d pnrRoman
women ti('nln,·• FREE ReAnlts iruorantred. Smith.
who
used
the Box-llf.iK neiwn, Colo.
baths.
Probably
they had
been Hl':SDREDS SPPklnir mnrrloitc. Tf slnrPre
enrlosP
Mrs. F'. WIilard. 2928
dropped in the Rroad11·ay, ~tnmn.
Clllcn,zo, J111noie.
way
women
throughout th e
ctive Widow. worth $30,ages have shed J,ON1<:soj1F-Attra
000. Description. Write Mrs. MncKay,
pins, and were 1~106.3. Omaha. Nebr.
collected by the
keeper
of
lhe
MAIDEN, wealthy. hut so lonebaths.
Some of MARRY
some. League. Box 39, Oxford, F in.
them are quite
three inches long,
and would make
pass able hatpin s
for the present
fa hion. A pai1~
of gold earrings
with uncut green
gems are s o
bright that they
look as if they
come out of a jeweler's shop in 1
ond street.
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\ ' OU.NG LADY,

Wlll marry.
Kansas.

worth $50,000. All nlone.
(Kathryn), B-1022, Wichita,

LONELY HEARTS- I have II sweetheart for

you. Exchani:re !Ptters: mnke nPw friends.
Efficient, conlldentlnl nnd dign!lled SPrvlce.
Jllembers everywhPrP. Eva Moore. Box 908,
Jacksonville, Florida.

lllARRY IF LONELY "Home Maker": bun- ,
drPds rich: reliable, vears experlenc" · de•
scrlptions free . Tbe ~uccessfu l Club. ·Box
1
51>6, 0:1kland, California.

MARRIAGE PAPER-20th year. Big Issue
with desert ptlons, nbotos, names and addresses. 2!i cl'nts. No other fee. Sent sealed.
Box 2266, R, _Boston, Mae1.
llIARRY-Free nhotoitraphe, dlrPCtnry an4
descrh>tl,on• of wealthy members.
Pay
wben mnrrlPd. New Plan Co., Dept. 36,
Kansas City, Mo.

l\lA RRY-l\lARRIAGE

DIRECTORY

with

photos nn<l de1rrlpttons free. Pay when
married. Tbe Exchang.ll, Dept. Ml'i. Knnsae
City, Mo.
~JARRY -Write for bill' new directory wlt'la
photos ancl descriptions. ll're<>. National
..\,rPn(':v. Dept. .A, 4606, Sta. E., Kan1a1
City. Mo.
OF,T A SWEETHEART. Exchnnirp lettera.
WrltP me· Pncloslnl!' stamp. Violet Rn:,,
Dennison, Ohio.

llfA RRY-Lonel:v Hf'nrtR, join our <"lnh. we
hnvP n rnmnanlon for yon. man:v worth
from $!\,000 to $ll0.000. Des<"rlpttons. photo1,
lntrodnrtlone frPe. !'lend no monPy. Stondnrd Cor Club. Grayslake. Ill.

for l''l"eryhody, !'ltnmped
envPlopes t or nroposnl.
Tbe Lily Club,
Stntion B. Cleveland. Ohio.

SWF,F,TH EART8

TOBACCO HABIT

,TOBACCO or Snuff Hehlt cured or no pay.
$1 .00 If cure<l. R PmPdy sPnt on trial.

Snperba Co., PC .. Bnltlmoye, Md.
SONGWRITERS

SEND TODAY . for free copy Wrlter's Di-

gest: tell s how to write nnd sell short
~tortes. photopJeys. poems, songs. Writer's
Digest, G-22. E . 12th St.. Cincinnati.
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OUR TEN-CENT HAND BOOKS
Useful, IMtr~tive, and Amusing. They contain
Valuable Informati on on Almost
Every Subject.
No. 1. NAPOLEO N'S ORA.CULU!ll AND DREAM
BOOK.-C ontaining the great oracle of human destiny;
also the true meaning or almost any kind or dreams,
together with charms, ceremonies and curious games of
curds.
No. 2. HOW TO DO TRICKS.- The great book of
magic and card tricks, containing full instruction s on
all leading care! tricks or ti.le day, also the most popular
magical illusions as performed by our leading magi•
cla us ; every lloy should obtain a copy of this book.
No. 3. HOW TO FLIRT, - The arts and wiles of
flirla tion are fully explained by this little book. l'le11ldeij the various methods of handkerchi ef, tan, glove,
1rnrnsol, window and hat flirtation, it contains a full list
of the language and sen tlment or flowers.
No. 4 . HOW TO DA:S-CE is tbe title of this little book.
It contains :full instruction s in the art of dancing, etl<iuette In the ballroom and at parties, how to dress, and
full directions for calling on: in all popular square
dances .
No. 5. HOW TO MAKE LOVE-A complete guide to
love, courtship and marriage, giving sensible advire,
rules and etiquette to be observed, with many curious
,
I1 and interesting things not generally known.
No, 6. HOW TO BECOME AN ATHLETE .-Glving
clul>,
Iudlan
dumbells,
or
use
the
for
tions
I f ull Instru c
parallel bars, horizontal bar• and Tarlous other methoclR
or developing a good, healthy muscle; coutaiulug over
sixty lllustration s.
No. 7. HOW TO KEEP BIRDS.-H andsomely 111us•
trated and containing full Instruction s for the management end training of the canary, mockingbir d, bobollnk,
blerkblrd , pa.roquet, paqot, etc.
No. 9. HOW TO BECO1'1E A ' 'ENTRILO QUIST.By Harry Kenµedy. Every Intelligent boy reading thl•
book or Instruction s can master the art, and create any
amount or fun for him~elf and friends. It is the greatest book ever publlahed.
No. 10. HOW TO BOX.-The art of self-defens e made
easy. Containing over thirty illustration s of guards,
blows and the dln'.erent positions of a good boxer. Every
boy sbould obtain one of these useful and Instructive
books, as it will teacb you to box without an instructor.
No. 11, HOW TO WRITE LOVE-LET TERS.-A most
complete little book, containing tun directions tot_ writIng love-letters , and when to use them , glvlnir splclmen
letters tor young and old.
No. JZ. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS TO LADIES.
-Giving complete instruction s for writing letters to
ladies on all subjects; also letters or iµtroductio n, n otes
and requests.
No. 13, HOW TO DO IT; Or, BOOK OF ETIQUETT E.
- It ls a great life secret. and one that every young
man desires to know about. There's happiness In It. No. 14. HOW TO 1'L-lKE CANDY.-A complete hand
bo ok for maklng all kinds of candy, ice-cream, syrups,
esse nces. etc.
• · o. 18. HOW TO BECOl\IE iBEAUTIF UL.-One of
tll Phrightes t and most valuable little books ever given
to the world . Everybody wishes to know bow to become beeutlfnl, botb male and female. The sec ret is
Rimple and almost costless.
HOW TO ENTERTA IN AN EVENING
No. 20.
PARTY.-A : most comple te compendiu m of games. sports,
card diversions, comic recitations, et~.• suitable for parlor Ol' drawing-ro om entertainm ent. It contains more
for the money than any book publiRhed.
No. 23, HOW TO EXPLAIN DREAMS. -This little
book gl'1!s the explanatio n to all kinds of dreams, together with lucky and unlucky days.
No. 24. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS TO GENTLEMEN.-Con tainlng full directions for writing to gentle1t1en "on all subject!!".
No. %:I. HOW TO BECOME A GYllNA.S T.-Contaiu lnA' full cllrectlone tor all kinds of gymnastic sports and
atheltlc exercises. Embracing thlrty-ftve lllustratiou s.
By Professor W. Macdonald ,
For • ale b7 all aewedealer a, or wilt be Mat to U 7
a44ru• on ~ p f of prlc!e, 10c. per . .. 7,
la mo• eJ' or • tamp•, bJ'

New York City
HG Weet 23d Street
BARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher , Inc,

WILD WEST WEEK LY
L.&'.TEST ISSUES
11~ Youuir Wild West's Clean Sweep; or, The Reformation or Reckles~ Camp.
1129 " lt'i[!~!h. the Cowboys: or, SaTlog a Doomed
1130 " Biggest Panout; or, Arletta and tlie Lost Pro••
pectors.
1131 " Saving a Hund rP~ 'l'housand; or, The Shot Thllt ~
Stopped the Train.
113-1 " nnd the Redskin Spy: or, Anetta's Clever
Decoy.
1135 " Gp~ilre~ll.f or Gold: or, Outwitting the Mine
1136 " ForrPd to Fight; or, How Arietta Bossed the
Gulch.
1137 " and the English Earl; or, The Search for a - ,..
Missing Mnn .
1138 " nnlie~htl~~-dlan Agent: or, Arletta Shooting for
1139 "
1140 "
1141 "
1142 "

1143. "
1144 "
114G "

1146 "
1147 "
1148 "
1149 "

Lasso Duel; or, The Picnic at Dry Bottom.
and the U. S. Marshall; or, Arletta as a De•
tectlve.
Stopping a Flood: or, SavlnF, a Doomed Camp.
a~: ~lte~all Coach: or, Ar etta and the Lady
anJ ~~e P~t::ic Dozen; or, The Scourge· or Red
0
J{elplng the 9th Cavalry; or, :Arletta as a
Sharpshoot er.
anJ1 JbCin~~er 's " Kid": or, Fighting for a
01
a~%/t':it~ !?skln Rus~lers; or, Arletta Saving
Fight on the Mesa: or, Surrounde d by Greasers.
Leading a Raid; or, Arletta and the Bars of
Gold .
atB!~dekr~e Camp;•or, A Fourth of July on the

Corn1>red by Apaches; or, Arletta and the
Poi~nned Arrow.
and "Innocent Ike"; or, Trapplnl!' a Tricky
Rustlet.
11GZ " Prairie Pursuit; or. Arletta a Capttve.
1153 " and the Texas Cowboys: or, Tbe Scrimmage
with the Sheeomen.
llM •• Washing Out Gold; or, Arletta's Lucky Discovery.
115:I " Mexican Mlxup; or, ".l.'be SIITer M:lne Dispute.
11:16 " at thP. Widow's Claim: or, Arletta's BrR•re De•
fenee.
lll>T " and the Range Boss; or, Crooked Worlr at the
Sleepy ;r.
1158 " Cenght by Savages; or, Arletta's Daring
Rescue.
11:19 " and th e Mexican Deadshot: or, The Shooting
Match On th.- B order.
at Hard Luck: or, Arletta and the Stream of
1160
Gold .
1161 " Def1>odlng a Ranch; or, Besieged by Cattle
RustlerR.
116'.! " and the Miner·s Trap ~ or. Arletta's Great Shot.
1163 Young W ild W est a t Ac!' ffigh Fnir : or The
J ,ivf' lil'st 'l'imf' on R ecord ."
1164 " Risk~· Ride ; or. Arlettn anrl th !' Gni<-h (hnl!. , .../
116.'\ " Buck8kin Band: or, The Sheriff's Bi g Mistake.
1106 " Doubl1> ~' rlumoh: or. Arlettn Saving the Flag.
1167 " and "C'owboy ,T Rck": or. Rpollinl! a R:tnC'b Raid .
1168 " Only Chance: or. Arle ttn's Quir k Throw .
1169 " Despe rRte Charge; or, The Rhot That Beat the
•
Redskin s .
1170 Young Wild West at Gold Du s t Flat: or, Arletta
aud the Sc-c ret Band.
1171 " in Denger; or, H elping the Trapped Cavalry•
men.
or,
1172 Young Wild West and thl' Dutchman' s Cla im:
·
Arlrtta Dt>fe nding H e r Li(I'.
Crowd
1173 " Taming tht> Cowpunch ers; or, The Hard
or Bull Tail Ranch.
1174 " Arter tlw " Vult ures": or, Arietta and the
Bend or Ten.
1175 " Calling the Two Gun Man; or, Saving a Shl'r•
itf's Life.
1176 " an<I th e Roy Renchero; or, H elping a Tenderfo o t to Su ccess
1177 " ancl " Ginger Ja e": or "I'he Boss or Gimlet
Gulch.
For sale by an newsdealer s, or will be sent to any a44
dress on receipt of price, Sc. per copy, In money
or postaee stamps by
1100 "
1151 "

HARRY E. WOLFP', Publisher, Inc.
New York Cfty
166 West 23d Street

